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Introduction 
 

1.1 Dry-mixing and agglomerates in the pharmaceutical 
industry 

Dry blending of powders is an extremely important unit operation in many industries. In 

addition, academic interest led to a large amount of scientific papers discussing this topic. 

This interest has an obvious background because the blend uniformity is basic product 

quality attribute (Donald et al., 1962; Das Gupta et al., 1991; Sudah et al., 2002a; Sudah et 

al., 2002b). Powders are employed in many pharmaceutical processes. The objective of dry 

blending powders here is to improve the flowability, in-use performance, of intermediate 

products and to safeguard that the distribution of the active ingredient in the final product is 

extremely uniform. The achievement of these aims is highly dependent on a number of 

solid material related properties such as porosity, distribution of shapes and size of particles 

In many cases the situation is more complex because small amounts of a cohesive active 

component needs to be distributed uniformly in a large quantity of a non-cohesive filler-

binder material. In all of these systems, powder cohesion (agglomeration) deeply affects 

mixing and segregation process, and it is therefore critical in dry mixing processes. In this 

context there have been previous studies where the effect of powder cohesion was analyzed 

by a few experiments and simulations (Shinbrot et al., 1999; McCarthy et al., 2003; Duong 

et al., 2004; Li and McCarthy, 2003).  

Cohesive powders form agglomerates (Kuwagi and Horio, 2002). The agglomerated are 

usually more or less pure material. A typical example of agglomerates found during a dry 

mixing process is given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. A typical example of agglomerates found during a dry mixing process. The bars 
indicate the content of the agglomerates composed of two active ingredients (yellow and blue 
and excipient found in various batches. 
 

The example depicted in Figure 1 indicates that the content percentages vary in the 

agglomerates. In addition, these findings suggest that the agglomerates also vary in 

mechanical properties. Furthermore an additional study demonstrated that over time these 

agglomerates reduce in size, as depicted in figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. A typical example of agglomerates found during a dry mixing process reducing in size 
over time. Each symbol represents the agglomerates found at different dry-mixing batches. The 
dashed line indicates the average agglomerate size. 
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Figure 2 illustrates that in practice, blending conditions are not always capable to 

remove agglomerates sufficiently fast leading to excessively long mixing times or to blend 

in-homogeneity. It is obvious that the presence of agglomerates influences the uniformity of 

the blend and demonstrates the fact that blend homogeneity is a very important issue in the 

pharmaceutical industry. Meaning that these agglomerates need to be broken and dispersed 

to achieve blend uniformity.  

Previous papers showed that the shear forces in a dry powder bed in a blender are 

always very low: test particles with known strength did not deform at all (Tardos et al, 

2004; chapter 1). This provides an understanding why such agglomerates disappear so 

slowly. The mechanism of size reduction remains unclear, however.  

 

1.2 Mechanical properties of agglomerates 
The structure and resulting mechanical strength and with that the breakage behavior 

critically affects the agglomerates’ behaviors during handling. Therefore considerable effort 

has been spent over the past few decades to develop relationships between structural 

characteristics and the strength of agglomerates. 

 

Rumpf has derived a general relationship for tensile strength of agglomerates consisting 

of uniform particles, which are a function of porosity, particle size and bonding forces 

between particles as shown in the next equation (Rumpf, 1962). 

 

 
2

2,3

1
8
9

d
Fbond


 

  (1) 

 

in which σ is the tensile strength, ε the porosity of the agglomerate, d3,2 the surface 

mean diameter and Fbond the bonding force between the particles. 

The work of Rumpf implies that individual interparticle bonding forces (Fbond) between 

primary particles basically forms agglomerates. It appears that for agglomerates formed of 

primary particles less than around 10 µm, Van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces are 

significant.  

Many authors like Rumpf (1962) and Kendal (1988) have addressed the breakage of 

individual interparticle bonds and the breakage of the whole agglomerate using different 

approaches.  
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Rumpf’s approach is based on a force balance for separating the bonds, whilst that of 

Kendal is based on energy requirement for crack growth following the linear elastic fracture 

mechanics. In both cases, the strength of agglomerates is expressed as a function of 

porosity, size, and properties of primary particles and of the binding agent using some 

assumptions.  

Lumps consisting of a cohesive powder have a certain mechanical strength and the 

stresses in the blender need to be such that the lumps disappear. This implies that the 

blending conditions should be such that size reduction of aggregates occurs at an acceptable 

rate. This size reduction of agglomerates is crucial to achieve the desired blend uniformity. 

Challenges within this operation include the existence of considerable differences in 

blending conditions between mixer scales and types. Moreover, it is not unlikely that the 

other components in the formulation such as the filler play a role here as well.  

 

1.2.1 Blending conditions  
Previous studies dealing with mixing of (“dry” cohesive) powders show that the 

homogeneity of the final blend depends on many parameters related to certain blending 

process conditions. Obvious examples are fill degree (Sudah et al., 2002a; Ng et al., 2007), 

operational rate (Brone et al., 1998; Sudah et al., 2002b; Ng et al., 2007) and design such as 

presence of baffles (Sudah et al., 2002a; Arratia. et al., 2006) or the presence of mechanical 

agitators (e.g. intensifier) (Shinbrot et al., 1999; Sudah et al., 2002a; Sudah et al., 2002b) 

and finally mixer scale (Muguruma et al., 2000; Muzzio et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2003). 

In the specific situation of a cohesive drug that needs to be uniformly mixed, this means 

that it is necessary to break up agglomerates. Breakage by pre-screening of the 

agglomerated material is a common approach, but the cohesive properties of the powder 

imply the risk of re-aggregation after pre-screening but before blending. From a process 

quality perspective, the blending conditions need to be such that existing agglomerates are 

broken up sufficiently and that re-formation of agglomerates is prevented. Moreover, such 

lumps need to disappear within a reasonable time to prevent excessively long mixing times.  

This means that (quantitative) understanding of the parameters that determine the rate of 

agglomerate removal (Break-up) in a dry-mixing system is essential.  

There are a large number of parameters that potentially affect the break up of 

agglomerates. Both filler type and process conditions are possible factors that contribute to 

the break up of agglomerates in dry blending. The properties of the components of the 

blend are relevant because these determine the properties such as cohesiveness of the 
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powder (Knight et al., 1993; Nase et al., 2001; Kuwagi et al., 2002; McCarthy et al., 2003; 

Li et al., 2003). Here, aspects like particle size distributions play a dominant role. It has 

been demonstrated that the speed at which these particles move in a mixer is a crucial 

parameter in the break up of agglomerates (Willemsz et al., 2010).  

 

So far the key topic of attention is that agglomerates of a cohesive drug substance need 

to be sufficiently broken up in an acceptable time-frame. The influence of the presence of 

agglomerates on the blend uniformity in dry blending of powders is widely recognized. 

Although recognizing the importance of these aspects, limited studies have been reported 

on understanding the mechanisms that play a role with agglomerate break up in dry-

blending. In addition, currently there is no method for understanding the mechanisms that 

allows prediction of the abrasion behavior of agglomerates that considers the specific 

characteristics of the system of the moving dry powder blend. This implies that there is 

need for a better mechanistic understanding of the blending process and the reduction in 

size of the agglomerates.  

 

1.3 Objectives of the thesis 
In the context of this thesis we considered the mixing process as an agglomerate size 

reduction process. The thesis focuses on understanding the effects of presence of 

agglomerates during dry blending of powders. More specifically, the thesis studies the flow 

and force patterns in blenders as function of production scale and correlates these to process 

design aspects.  

In short, the objectives of this thesis are: 

 To understand the main size reduction mechanism of agglomerates in dry-blending, 

and 

 To correlate these mechanisms with conceptual process design aspects. 

 

1.4 Overview of this thesis 
In chapter 2, the quantification of abrasion rate during dry-blending is described.  

The purpose of this study is to obtain more insight in the mechanisms that lead to the 

break-up of assemblies of powder particles in a moving powder bed. The break-up of 

agglomerates was studied by application of so-called brittle Calibrated Test Particles 

(bCTPs). These are well-defined aggregates with brittle fracture properties. Using bCTPs as 
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model agglomerates we provided evidence that agglomerates reduce in size via an abrasion 

mechanism. It was tested how this abrasion behavior mechanism of bCTPs is influenced by 

dry-mixing process conditions such as impeller rotational speed and filler type and/or 

particle size. 

Chapter 2 demonstrates that the speed at which filler particles move in a mixer is a 

crucial parameter. The filler particle size is of importance here. Traditionally the method to 

measure particle velocity is particle image velocimetry which requires presence of tracer 

materials. This method of contrast enhancement is often not acceptable in an industrial 

setting.  

To be able to check the validity of the mechanisms of aggregate fracture in an industrial 

setting chapter 3 describes the development of the novel method to measure powder 

velocities on the surface of the dry powder bed, called powder surface velocimetry (PSV). 

In this chapter PSV has been introduced; which is a method to assess the movement of 

small, structures on the powder surface and does not require the addition of any tracer. This 

makes it possible to make the next step. 

 

Based on mechanistic understanding from chapter 2, chapter 4 describes a quantitative 

approach to model the relationship between powder motion during blending and the rate of 

agglomerate abrasion. For this purpose it correlates the kinetic energy density of the 

powder bed with the work of fracture of the agglomerates. The key-conclusion is that 

(parameters affecting) particle velocity in the moving powder bed critically affect the 

abrasion rate of aggregates and with that mixing time. This observation was the basis for 

the discussion in the next chapter.  

Chapter 5, checks the validity of the approach described in chapter 4 in mixers of the 

same operation principle. A wide variation of process conditions is evaluated and it 

appeared that the kinetic energy density approach has reasonable predictive power.  

Finally chapter 6 describes the applicability of the approach described in chapter 4 

when the operational principle of the mixer has changed.  
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2.1 Abstract 
A very common situation in the pharmaceutical arena is that a small amount of cohesive 

drug substance needs to be distributed in a large bulk of free flowing filler such as lactose. 

The key topic of attention is that aggregates of a cohesive drug substance need to be 

sufficiently broken up in an acceptable time-frame. This implies that there is need for a 

better mechanistic understanding of the blending process and the reduction in size of the 

aggregates. The purpose of this study is to obtain more insight in the mechanisms that lead 

to the break up of assemblies of powder particles in a moving powder bed. The break up of 

aggregates was studied by application of so-called brittle Calibrated Test Particles (bCTPs). 

These are well-defined aggregates with brittle fracture properties. 

The dominant mechanism of the break up of these aggregates is abrasion by multiple 

impacts. There is evidence of a relationship between strength (expressed as porosity) of the 

bCTPs and rate of abrasion. This is often a slow process and the rate is not only determined 

by the (mechanical) properties of the agglomerates and process conditions, but also by the 

particle size distribution of the bulk filler. 
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2.2 Introduction  
Dry blending of powders is an extremely important unit operation in industry. In 

addition, academic interest led to a large amount of scientific papers discussing this topic. 

This interest has an obvious background because the blend uniformity is basic product 

quality attribute (Donald et al., 1962; Das Gupta et al., 1991; Sudah et al., 2002a; Sudah et 

al., 2002b). Both the components of the blend and the applied equipment are important 

factors in the blending process. The properties of the components of the blend are relevant 

because these determine the properties such as cohesiveness of the powder (Knight et al., 

1993; Nase et al., 2001; Kuwagi et al., 2002; McCarthy et al., 2003; Li et al., 2003). Here, 

aspects like particle size distributions play a dominant role.  

Design of equipment and operating conditions also critically affect the blending 

process. Obvious examples are fill degree (Sudah et al., 2002a; Ng et al., 2007), operational 

rate (Brone et al., 1998; Sudah et al., 2002b; Ng et al., 2007) and design such as presence of 

baffles (Sudah et al., 2002a; Arratia. et al., 2006). There are hence a large number of 

parameters that potentially affect the final result of the blending process. An additional 

challenge is that a lot of these factors show interactions. This complexity makes that there 

is a large interest in end-point detection using spectroscopic techniques, such as Near-

Infared spectroscopy or Raman spectroscopy (Hailey et al., 1996; Sekulic et al, 1998; Lyon 

et al., 2002; Popo et al., 2002; El-Hagrasy et al., 2006). 

A frequently observed situation is that a cohesive powder needs to be blended with a 

free-flowing bulk powder. A typical example is a small amount of micronised drug that is 

blended in non-cohesive diluents such as lactose. The cohesive powder forms lumps or 

aggregates. These aggregates need to be broken in one way or another. Pre-screening of the 

aggregates is a common approach, but the cohesive properties of the powder imply the risk 

of re-aggregation after pre-screening but before blending. From a process quality 

perspective, the blending conditions need to be such that existing aggregates are broken up 

sufficiently and that re-formation of aggregates is prevented.  
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Moreover, such lumps need to disappear within a reasonable time to prevent excessively 

long mixing times 

Lumps consisting of a cohesive powder have a certain mechanical strength and the 

stresses in the blender need to be such that the lumps disappear. Tardos et al. (2004) 

introduced the concept of so-called calibrated test particles to measure stresses in a moving 

powder bed during granulation. Calibrated test particles are plastically deforming particles 

with well-known strength. When test particles deform in a moving bed, the stresses in the 

bed acting upon these particles is larger than the yield strength of the particles itself. This 

concept formed the starting point for measurement of stresses in a moving powder bed 

presented in this paper. Adaptation of the calibrated test particle approach was necessary, 

however, because macroscopic deformation of the test particles did not appear to occur. 

Rather, the mechanisms of lumps size reduction seemed to be gradual abrasion. In order to 

study this type of size reduction, a new type a test particles has been developed. These are 

dry powder aggregates and form that perspective different from the ones discussed by 

Tardos et al. (2004). This paper describes these test particles and provides a proof of 

concept on the mechanisms of lumps size reduction in dry powder blending. 
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2.3 Materials and methods 

2.3.1 Materials 
The materials used were microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel PH-101, FMC, The 

Netherlands) and lactose monohydrate (Pharmatose® 100M, Pharmatose® 450 M, from 

DMV Frontera, Goch, Germany). Calibrated test particles that deform plastically were 

made from commercially available clay based on wheat flour (Play Doh® Hasbro Inc, 

Pawtucket, RI, USA). If needed, the clay was plasticized using propylene glycol (Fluka, 

Germany) or made more rigid by addition of iron oxide (Iron(III) oxide, Sensient, Naarden, 

The Netherlands) 

 

2.3.2 Methods 

2.3.2.1 Powder characterization 
Particle size distributions have been determined using an optical microscopy (Nikon, 

CFI 60 Brightfield/darkfield system) using image analysis (Morphologi G2, Malvern, UK). 

The true densities of the materials were determined using a gas pycnometer (AccuPyc 

1330, Micromeritics, Norcross, U.S.A.) using nitrogen as test gas.  

 

2.3.2.2 Plastically deforming test particles (pCTP’s) 
The model material to produce plastically deforming test particles was clay from Play-

Doh®. Clays of different colors itself have different yield strengths. The yield strength of 

the clay was further reduced by addition of propylene glycol (PEG) or increased by 

addition of iron oxide (Fe2O3). The plastic test particles were prepared by extrusion through 

a 6.4 mm (¼”) die and cutting the resulting strands into cylinders with a length of 8-9 mm. 

The yield strengths of the plastically deforming test particles were determined by 

compressing the sample between parallel plates in a (Lloyd LR5K-plus, Segensworth East, 

Fareham, UK) tensile tester. The plate movement rate was 1.67 mm/s. 

Figure 1 gives typical examples of the deformation curves of the plastically deforming 

test particles (pCTP’s). The yield strengths of the test particles have been measured 

according to Tardos et al. (2004). The relative distance in figure 1 is equal to (Tardos et al. 

(2004)): 
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0

11
h
dLDistance      (Eq. 1) 

 

With d/h0 the current height-to-initial height ratio of the pCTP’s. The yield strength is by 

definition the stress (P) measured at a relative distance equal to zero. 

 

 
Figure 1. Typical examples of deformation curves of plastically deforming test particles (In 

brackets: Compound added to original pCTP). 

▲: Red pCTP (9% Fe2O3 (m/m)), ●: Red pCTP (Original), ▬: Red pCTP (40% PEG (m/m)), ○: 

Red pCTP (20% PEG (m/m)), ♦: Yellow pCTP (40% PEG (m/m)), ■: Green pCTP (Original), x: 

White pCTP (Original) 

 

2.3.2.3 Brittle test particles (model agglomerates, bCTPs) 
The model material to produce well defined brittle test particle (bCTPs) was 

microcrystalline cellulose. This material was selected because it is possible to produce 

compacts in a large porosity range in reproducible way. The model agglomerates were 

prepared by compressing approximately 300 mg microcrystalline cellulose into cylindrical 

compacts with a diameter of 11 mm using a hydraulic press (Weber, Remshalden 

Grunbach, Germany).  
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The compression pressures varied between 0.8-2.6 MPa. These tablets were 

spheronized by placing the tablets in a vibrating sieve (Retsch AS 200, Haan, Germany) 

with a mesh size of 500 m operating at amplitude 5 mm. This operation was performed 

until the test particle was visually spherical. A picture of typical well defined model 

agglomerates is given in figure 2. 

After the spheronization step the dimensions and weight of the test particles were 

determined to calculate the porosities (always assuming that the particle were spherical). 

 

 
Figure 2. Typical example of a brittle test particle (diameter of test particle 8.6 mm) 

 

2.3.2.4 Blending tests 
The blending experiments reported in this study were performed in a convective mixer 

with a bowl volume of 25 Liter (Fukae Powtec model FS-GS-25J, Co. Japan). The chopper 

was not installed and the impeller rotated at rates between 100 and 400 RPM corresponding 

with tip speeds between 2.09 and 8.37 m/s. The fill degree at each experiment was 4 kg 

blend.  

A test was started by adding selected test particles to a powder sample of lactose 100M. 

This mixture was placed in the blender. After a given blending time, the test sample was 

sieved over a 500 m sieve to collect the test particles. For the plastically deforming test 

particles, the shape of the particles was visually assessed. Specific attention was given to 

deformation and fracture. The weights and dimensions of the brittle test particles were 

determined as a function of blending time. 
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2.4 Results and discussion 

2.4.1 Plastically deforming test particles 
To assess the (shear) stresses in the blender, plastically deforming test particles were 

added to the diluent and a blending test was performed. Figure 3 shows photos of 

plastically deforming test particles of different strengths before and after a blending test. 

The figure shows that no deformation of plastic test particles was observed. Even the 

weakest test particle with a yield strength ( 0 ) of 1875 ± 20 Pa at the highest impeller rate 

(400 RPM) was not deformed. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that shear forces are not 

the dominant mechanism in dry mixing under these conditions, even not under vigorous 

blending conditions. In practice, aggregates and lumps reduce in size during blending; 

therefore another fracture mechanism is likely to play a role. 

 
 

0  = 8250 ± 300 Pa 0  = 6595 ± 85 Pa 0  = 4485 ± 280 Pa 0  = 1875 ± 20 Pa 

Before 

    

After 

    
Figure 3. Plastically deforming test particles with different yield strengths (top row) before 

a blend test (middle row) and after the blend test (bottom row). The blending test was 

performed at an impeller rate of 400 rpm. 

 

2.4.2 Brittle test particles 
Brittle test particles were added to diluents and a blending test was performed at 

predefined conditions. Figure 4 gives a typical example of the evolution of the test particle 

size in time (T) during such a blending test. The figures displays that the particles reduce in 

size, but not visually change in shape during mixing. The particle does not break; therefore 

abrasion is most likely to be the dominant mechanism of volume (V) reduction, although it 

is possible that consolidation (i.e. densification) of the test particle might also occur.  
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Figure 4. Evolution of the size of a brittle test particle during a blending test using 

lactose M100 as diluent (impeller rate 400 rpm and fill degree of 4 Kg). 

 

Figure 4 gives examples of the relative changes in volume and in mass of the brittle test 

particles with different porosities over time in a set of typical experiments. Visually the 

curves are similar which indicates that the changes in volume and mass in time follow the 

same patterns in a blending test.  

In order to make a better comparison between the mass and volume change rates, Figure 

5 compares the change in mass and the change in volume of the test particles shown in 

Figure 6.  

 

  
Figure 5. Relative volume and mass reduction versus time profile of test particles with different 

porosities 
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The diagonal line in figure 6 depicts exactly equal abrasion rates. The figure shows that 

the volume and mass based abrasion rates are very similar. Only when there is a lot of mass 

or volume reduction a tendency seems to exist that the mass reduction is larger than the 

volume reduction. This large abrasion corresponds with abrasion of porous test particles. 

Such test particles are porous tend to be less spherical than the denser ones. This introduces 

relatively large errors in the volume test and such calibrated test particles may suffer from 

some fracture too (which explains lower sphericity of the particles).  

 

 
Figure 6. Volume based abrasion rates versus mass based abrasion rates. 

 

The observation that the volume and mass based abrasion rates are very similar shows 

that no densification of the test particles occurs in time. This means that the test particles do 

not reduce in size as an effect of (isotropic) compression of the test particles, but by gradual 

removal of debris from the surfaces of the test particles. It supports the hypothesis that size 

reduction during dry blending is the result of abrasion rather than by shear stresses leading 

to deformation and fracture of the bCTPs. 

The observation that no significant densification occurs during an abrasion test means 

that the mechanical properties of the test particle do not change during a test. This is 

because the porosity of a body determines a lot of mechanical properties (Mashadi and 

Newton, 1987a; Mashadi and Newton, 1987b; Yashima et al., 1987; Roberts et al., 1991; 

Roberts et al., 1995).  
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Because there are no alterations in mechanical properties of the test particle during a 

test, it is plausible that the relative abrasion rate of a test particle will have a fixed value. 

This makes that the relative volume change in time can be described by a first-order 

approximation: 

 

t
rel

ve
V

tVV *

0

)(      (Eq. 2) 

 

With V(t) the volume after blending time t, V0 the initial volume at time 0, and therefore ξv 

is the (volume based) abrasion rate constant. It is possible to follow exactly the same 

considerations for the mass change in time. This leads to the mass based abrasion rate (ξm). 

 

 
Figure 7. Mass based abrasion rate constant as a function of porosities of calibrated test 

particles using lactose M100 as diluent with a blender running at rates of 100RPM (■), 

200 RPM (♦), 300 RPM (▲). 

 

The abrasion rate constants from the tests as depicted in figure 5 are shown in figure 7. 

A high porosity results in a high abrasion rate. Clearly, the mechanical properties of the test 

particles play a large role and strong aggregates lead to impractically long blending times.  

It can be seen from figure 7 that the rate of abrasion increases with the speed of the 

impeller. Under these circumstances the centrifugal movement is induced by the impact of 
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the impeller causing the excipients to move, subsequently colliding with the bCTPs on their 

way (Ramaker, 2001). The abrasion is most likely caused by the impacts when excipients 

collide with the bCTPs. As a consequence the number of impacts on the bCTPs determines 

the rate of abrasion. This implies that the abrasion per revolution of the bCTPs should be 

comparable at each impeller speed. Figure 8 shows the abrasion per revolution. This figure 

supports that the number of impacts determines the total abrasion.  

In extreme conditions, i.e. when impeller tipspeeds are very high or aggregates are very 

porous, other fracture mechanisms will start to dominate over the abrasion mechanism. 

There is some experimental evidence for that because the sphericity of the very porous 

bCTPs was sometimes visually reduced during a test when the impeller speeds are high. 

 

 
Figure 8. The mass based abrasion rate per revolution. 

 

It is obvious that the mechanical properties of aggregates determine the break up rate 

during blending. Figures 7 and 8 also illustrates that at low porosities the abrasion rates are 

very low and less significant compared to the abrasion rates found at higher porosities. 

Based on previous papers (Yashima et al., 1987; Mashadi and Newton, 1988; Roberts et 

al., 1989; York et al., 1990; Roberts et al., 1991; Roberts et al., 1993b; Ramaker, 2001), 

porosity has been selected to quantify these properties.  

The abrasion rate is not only a function of the mechanical properties of the aggregate, 

but also of the blending conditions. Tip speeds and mixing times are generally accepted 
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parameters that influence the results of the blend. Figure 7 and 8 shows that the abrasion 

rate of the test particles heavily depends on porosity. The discussion so far gave evidence 

that the mechanism of aggregate destruction is abrasion. Abrasion is a function of the 

number of impacts by the excipients. Figure 8 shows that the abrasion rate is basically 

determined by the number of impacts. 

These findings imply that the properties of the excipient particles are a significant factor 

determining the abrasion rate. Hence, the rate of abrasion is not only influenced by 

mechanical material properties of the aggregates or bCTPs and the operating conditions, but 

also influenced by the formulation properties, specifically, size of the excipient particles. 

Table 1 illustrates the aspect ratios and other properties of the excipient primary powders 

from image analysis. The effect of the excipient particle size is illustrated in figure 9 that 

correlates the abrasion rate constants with the porosity of bCTPs using lactose of different 

particle sizes as filler. There is a strong effect of excipient particle size.  

 

Table 1. Properties of excipients (n = 3) 

 Particle size (CE Diameter)  

Diluent type d10 (µm) d50 (µm) d90 (µm) Mean CE diameter (µm) Mean Circularity (-) 

Lactose 100M 67 115 226 133 0.79 

Lactose 450M 22 32 56 36 0.78 

The particle properties were measured by an Image Analysis System with the Morphologi 

G2 microscope (Morphologi G2, Malvern, UK) 
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Figure 9. The effect of excipient particle size on the mass based abrasion rate constant 

(Filled symbols are from lactose 100M; empty symbols are from lactose 450M). 

■, □: 100 RPM; ♦, ◊: 200 RPM; ▲, ∆: 300 RPM. 

 

Larger particles generate higher impact force removing the material surface quicker and 

producing a heavier texture. Excipient particle shape also plays a role (Oka and Yoshida, 

2005).  

Figure 9 depicts that the impact of moving excipient particles increases with particle 

size. For that reason it is assumable that the impacts of the lactose 100M particles are 

higher when the assumption is that the impeller in the blender totally determines the linear 

velocity of the lactose particles. This relatively large difference in impact could very well 

explain the relatively large difference in abrasion rate of bCTPs of equal porosities, hence 

mechanical material properties.  
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2.5 Conclusion 
Many powder blends contain of small amount of cohesive material distributed in a large 

bulk of an excipient. To evenly distribute the cohesive powder into the bulk the conditions 

must be capable of breaking up the aggregates of the cohesive particles. In practice we 

observe that agglomerates and lumps of a cohesive component reduce in size during dry 

blending.  

The study with the pCTP’s showed that the stresses (shear) acting upon particles in a 

dry powder blend is very low. This result implies that fracture is not the dominating 

mechanism of size reduction of aggregates. 

In this paper we provide for the first time a mechanistic model to quantify the abrasion 

rates of agglomerates during a dry powder blending. Tests using bCTPs reveal that abrasion 

is the dominating size reduction mechanism of aggregates. Furthermore there is evidence of 

a relationship between strength (expressed as porosity) of the bCTPs and rate of abrasion. 

Obviously the speed of the impeller in the blender is also a dominant parameter. Finally, it 

can be argued that a coarse excipient will lead to faster abrasion (and shorter mixing times) 

and this has experimentally been confirmed. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS 

 

bCTPs   brittle Calibrated Test Particles 

pCTPs  plastically deforming test particles 

d/h0  current height-to-initial height ratio of the pCTP’s (-) 

P  stress measured at a relative distance equal to zero (Pa) 

0   yield strength (Pa) 

t  blending time (min.) 

V  agglomerate volume (cm3) 

ε  agglomerate porosity (-) 

M/M0  relative mass reduction of the bCTP (-) 

V/V0  relative volume reduction of the bCTP (-) 

V(t)  volume after blending time t (cm3) 

V0  initial volume at time 0 (cm3) 

ξv  (volume based) abrasion rate constant (1/min.) 

ξm  (mass based) abrasion rate constant (1/min.) 
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3.1 Abstract 
An existing method to measure particle velocity is particle image velocimetry which 

requires presence of tracer materials. This method of contrast enhancement is not always 

applicable in an industrial setting. Therefore a method to assess the movement of small, 

structures has been introduced, called powder surface velocimetry (PSV). The principle of 

PSV is to follow the movement of small structures on the surface of the powder bed. The 

displacement of the structure is correlated with velocity. The rate of the blade of a blender 

was quantified to assess the validity of PSV. Next the powder surface velocity of lactose 

100M was measured by PSV and was found to be in line with expected values and flow 

regimes.   
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3.2 Introduction  
Dry blending of powders is an extremely important unit operation in industry. 

Obviously, blend uniformity is a basic product quality attribute (Donald and Roseman, 

1962; Das Gupta et al., 1991; Sudah et al., 2002a; Sudah et al., 2002b). The homogeneity of 

a blend is influenced both by the blender and the components of the powder. With regard to 

the latter, especially the cohesiveness of the powder is relevant (Knight et al., 1993; Nase et 

al., 2001; Kuwagi and Horio, 2002; McCarthy, 2003; Li and McCarthy, 2003). A typical 

example is when a small amount of a cohesive, micronised drug is blended in non-cohesive 

diluents such as lactose. The drug then tends to form lumps or aggregates. Clearly, these 

aggregates need to be broken. Pre-screening of aggregates is a common approach, but do 

not prevent the powder to re-aggregate. From a process quality perspective, the blending 

conditions need to be such that existing aggregates are broken up sufficiently and that 

formation of new aggregates is prevented. It has been demonstrated that the speed at which 

particles move in a mixer is a crucial parameter. Also the filler particle size is of importance 

here (Willemsz et al., 2010). Measurement of the particle velocity in a moving dry-powder 

bed is not a trivial operation. For this reason it is often assumed that particle speed in the 

blender is the same as, or at least proportional with, the impeller (tip) speed (Iveson et al., 

2001). However, it is very reasonable to assume that filler type and fill degree have also a 

certain impact on the particle velocity. To distinguish impeller speed effects from other 

effects one should be able to determine particle velocity under different conditions 

experimentally. 

In recent years different techniques like high speed imaging and positron emission 

particle tracking (PEPT) have been used to measure particle velocities in granulation 

experiments. PEPT studies were carried out with a single radioactive tracer particle which 

is followed in space and time. This measurement yields the average velocity patterns within 

the apparatus. Studies carried out with PEPT have some drawbacks related to cost, spatial 

resolution, temporal resolution and powder contamination (Lueptow et al., 2000). Until 

now, only limited studies have been reported on the application of PEPT within dry 

blending. 

Another frequently applied technique to measure particle velocity in granular flows is 

high speed imaging where individual particles are tracked to measure powder velocities 

(Ramaker et al., 1998; Muguruma et al., 2000; Litster et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2003).  
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An alternative to analyze the granular flow is to calculate the velocity using particle 

image velocimetry (PIV) (Lueptow et al., 2000; Nilpawar et al., 2006). PIV compares two 

images of subsequent frames at the same location and moves the images over each other 

until the best match between the images has been found. This matching is quantified using 

convolution filtering or Fourier transform (FFT). The displacement of the images is 

proportional with velocity. The images must be large enough in order to capture the 

complete path length of the displacement. Furthermore, FFT requires that the number of 

visible particles or other structures should be sufficiently large in a certain pattern. For 

example, in the study of Nilpawar et al. (2006) it was needed to detect at least 5-10 granules 

for the detection of velocity with PIV. On the other hand, when the image is over-saturated 

with visible particles, the field is too busy to distinguish the movement of individual 

particles (Adrian, 1991).  

To solve these issues the granular flow was made visible by addition of tracer particles 

(Melling, 1997). A tracer particle is assumed to exhibit similar characteristics and hence the 

same velocity as the rest of the powder. Of course, the addition of tracer materials is also to 

be considered as a contamination and therefore not always tolerated (Willemsz et al., 2010). 

In this current work we propose the Powder Structure Velocimetry (PSV) method 

which measures the movement of surface on the powder surface structures. PSV does not 

require the addition of any tracer. 
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3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Materials 
The material used was lactose monohydrate (Pharmatose® 100M, from DMV Frontera, 

Goch, Germany).  

 

3.3.2 Equipment  
The blending experiments reported in this study were performed in a convective mixer 

with a bowl volume of 25 Liter (Fukae Powtec model FS-GS-25J, Japan). The chopper was 

not installed and the impeller rotated at rates between 50 and 350 RPM corresponding with 

tip speeds between 1.07 and 7.48 m/s. The fill degree at each experiment was 5 kg powder 

which corresponds with a relative fill volume of about 27 % (V/V).  

For capturing the videos of the dry powder bed a Casio-EX-F1, (Casio computer co., 

LTD, Tokyo, Japan) Motion Analyzer was used. 

Quantitative powder velocity experiments were performed by placing a transparent 

plexiglass lid on the blender. The camera was placed perpendicular on the bowl. Three 

large spotlights were used to illuminate the powder surface. The camera operated at a speed 

of 600 frames per second. 

 

3.3.3 Quantitative image analysis 
In this study the method was developed in the empty mixer by measuring displacement 

velocities of the blades. The impeller arm rotated at rates between 100 and 350 RPM.  

Figure 1 schematically depicts the steps applied in PSV. These steps will be described 

subsequently. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart applied in PSV 

 

Step 1: identify fingerprints of structures in the images of the selected frames 

After selection of two subsequent images the first step in PSV is to identify clearly 

distinguishable structures (fingerprints). A typical example is depicted in Figure 2. The 

figure illustrates the initial and following image denoted as t
m : n  1,:1  (Figure 2a) and '

 : 1, : 1
t

mn  

(Figure 2b), where t is the initial image at time t and n and m are the number of columns 

and rows of the image, i.e. 180 x 225 pixels in this case.  

Each pixel at location (i, j) in the images has intensity, t
ijx  and 't

ijx . 
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A sub-image of the images at position     










mj
ni

ji with,j i,
:1
:1

,  with a window tile size 

k is defined as
 
 












kjkjp

kikil
xt

pl
t

kij :
:

,,  (Figure 2a) of image t
m : n  1,:1  and '

,
t

kij  

(Figure 2b) of image '
 : 1, : 1

t
mn .  

The selection of a window-size k depends on the relationship between surface structure 

and image resolution. This means that in cases that include large structures or low 

resolution of the image a larger window-size k can be chosen. In this work, a sub-image tile 

size of 5 by 5 was used that also included taking into account the computational capacity. 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of sub-images in the initial (A) and following (B) images. Explanation 

see text 
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The sub-images represent a collection of pixel intensities and functions as a fingerprint 

at a specific location when there is significant variation. This means that a very low 

intensity variation in the sub-image illustrates a non-structure area and will not be defined 

as a fingerprint. 

 

Step 2: detection of potential fingerprints for velocity calculations 

In principle, any sub-image pairs t
kij,  and '

,
t

kij  at each location (i, j) of the two images 

t
m : n  1,:1  and '

 : 1, : 1
t

mn  could be examined for a fingerprint. To speed up the analysis and to 

make it feasible for a large image data, one can also limit the number of the candidates, 

which is expected to be statistically significant different between two sub-image pairs at the 

same location for different time points due to the move. This is accomplished by evaluation 

of the differences between two subsequent sub-images, t
kij,  and '

,
t

kij , at each location (i, j) 

of the two images. The "corr" statistical correlation command provided by the MATLAB® 

Statistics toolbox was used for this purpose after reconstruction (unfolding) of the matrices 
t

kij,  and '
,

t
kij  to vectors. In this work a correlation threshold of 0.6 was selected (C1, crit in 

Figure 1). The sub-image pairs that have correlations of less than the threshold C1, crit were 

considered significant different and were therefore identified as candidate fingerprints in 

Step 3.  

 

Step 3: creating a search window (in the next image) to find fingerprints that moved.  

The next step in the PSV process is to locate fingerprint '
,

t
kij  in the next image, '

 : 1, : 1
t

mn , 

at a new position in the neighborhood of the initial location (i, j) that possesses the best 

match with t
kij, .  

Again, to speed up the analysis a larger search window, '
,

t
qijS , with size q (q > k) around 

position (i, j) around the fingerprint of interest (step 3) is used,  

 
 











qjqjp
qiqil

xS t
pl

t
qij :

:'
,

'
, . 

In this work a search window size q of 31 by 31 pixels was used. This was large enough 

to find fast moving objects but still acceptable in perspective of computational capacity. 

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the search window '
,

t
qijS  with size q created around 

coordination (i, j). 
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Figure 3. Example of the search window '
,

t
qijS  with size q created around fingerprint '

,
t

kij . 

The left-hand figure depicts a snap-shot at t’, the green dashed line depict the impeller 

position at time t and the small orange box the finger print at time t. The right-hand figure 

shows the search window and the original finger print. 

 

 

Step 4: identify replacement trajectory of fingerprints - the best match in the 

search-window 

It is now assumed that fingerprint t
kij,  is visible (reallocated) at a new location  

(a, b) in the neighborhood of position (i, j). A second correlation step was introduced to 

find a new location (a, b) having the best match between fingerprint t
kij,  and fingerprint 

'
,

t
kab  within search window '

,
t

qijS , 
 
 











kbkbp
kakal

xt
pl

t
kab :

:'
,

'
, . The corr command 

(MATLAB® Statistics toolbox, corr( t
kij, , '

,
t

kab ) was applied again.  

A high correlation threshold (e.g. > 0.95) ((C2, crit in Figure 1) tolerates no or very 

limited additional changes of the original fingerprint in the initial image, like noise in image 

signals, other small changes such as light condition or the structure itself which results in a 

limited number of matched fingerprint pairs.  

A relatively low correlation threshold (e.g. 0.7) allows (accepts) more noise or changes 

to the original fingerprint which results in a high number of matched fingerprint pairs but 

with low reliability (low confidence). A balance must be chosen depending on the prior 
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knowledge or estimation of for example signal noise or other changes. In this work the 

correlation threshold of 0.9 was selected.  

This process was repeated for all selected fingerprints. 

 

Step 5: calculating the velocities  

The final step in PSV is calculating the velocity based on the displacement of the 

fingerprints in two subsequent frames. 

The displacements ( t
kij

d
,

) were determined using the distance of two correlating 

fingerprints, t
kij,  and '

,
t

kab : 

 

   22

,
bjaid t

kij


   Eq. 1 

 

The velocities (v) are now calculated based on the frame rate of the camera (f = 600 

frames per second) and the size of the pixels (Ψ) (1.3 mm/pixel). 

 

f

*d
 v

t
kij


 ,       Eq. 2 

 

The procedure explained so far describes the displacement of structures in two 

subsequent images. For a complete analysis the structure movement has been detected for 

10 subsequent images.  
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3.4 Results and discussion 

3.4.1.1 Movement of the impeller; Empty container 
The velocity of the impeller was determined using the PSV method described in the 

previous section. This was done to assess the validity of the method and to obtain an 

impression of the accuracy of the technique. Obviously, the movement of the impeller in an 

empty blender is precisely known. After analysis there are a number of matching 

fingerprints. Figure 4 gives a typical example of the measurement of the blade speed using 

PSV.  

 

 
Figure 4. Velocity map of the impeller at 350 RPM (vtipspeed = 7.4 m/s). The insert shows the 

t
kij,  (green squares) fingerprints with their identified best match fingerprints '

,
t

kab  (red 

crosses). 

 

 

The insert in this figure shows that the technique predominantly identifies structures 

that are moving and ignores the structures that do not. From this experiment, the QIA 
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(Quantitative Image Analysis) method was shown to be able to detect differences in the 

speed of moving objects.   

 

 
Figure 5. True velocity versus experimental velocity of the blade at 75 RPM  

(○, turquoise), 155 RPM (□, blue) and 335 RPM (◊, yellow). Dashed lines indicate the 99% 

confidence limits. Correlation coefficient = 0.98 

 

Figure 5 compares the real velocity of the impeller and the velocity of the blade 

measured by PSV. An exact correlation was achieved. A least square analysis assuming a 

linear relationship of the data points lead to a slope of 0.993. Hence, the figure shows that 

the method is able to measure the speed of the impellor very precisely. The variation shown 

is probably also due to the noise in the light field such as background speckle, aberrations 

of the lenses, or noise in the image recording medium. Another reason could be found in 

the calculation of the velocity applied in PSV. The powder velocities in PSV are calculated 

by dividing the linear displacement t
kij

d
,

 of the fingerprints by time. Since it is not exactly 

known if the structures travel the shortest path between the two points the calculation 

inherently yields a value with an undefined error. However, this particular error is thought 

to be negligible, since the forced flow is large in comparison to the dynamics of the 

structure as such (Adrian, 1991; Westerweel, 1997).  

Therefore, based on the results depicted in Figure 5, the method presented here is 

considered suitable for structure (fingerprint) velocity measurements. 
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3.4.1.2 Filled container; Visual observation 
The powder movement of the blender filled with lactose monohydrate was monitored at 

different impeller speeds and the data were analyzed using PSV.  

 

 
Figure 6. Typical examples of powder surface velocities at various impeller rotational 

speeds. Color bars indicate the powder surface velocities in m/s. Green square symbols 

indicate the initial position of the powder pattern. Red cross symbols indicate the position 

of the powder pattern in the following frame. 

 

Figure 6 gives typical examples of the analyses. The fingerprints that are suitable for 

velocity analysis were identified at locations close to the position of the blade. Furthermore 

the number of identified fingerprints is relatively low at low impeller speed (Figure 6a). 

This could be explained by the bumping behavior described by Litster et al. (2002) who 

observed two distinct flow regimes in a moving powder bed, called bumping and roping 
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flow, respectively. The bumping flow regime occurs at low impeller speeds in which the 

powder bumped up and down when the impeller passes underneath. Within this regime the 

bed rotates slowly and there is little vertical turn over. The roping flow regime occurs at 

high impeller speeds in which the powder shows similarities to a toroidal flow. Within this 

regime the powder bed is forced up the vessel wall and then tumbles down the angled bed 

surface towards the centre of the bowl.  

The higher number of fingerprints identified with increasing impeller speed is explained 

by the roping flow behavior of the powder (Figure 6b and Figure 6c). Under these 

conditions the whole powder bed behaves in a chaotic manner resulting in an image with 

more contrast.   

As can be seen, PSV is well able to quantify local speeds, even when impeller speeds 

are low. Visual assessment of the powder bed revealed that the bumping pattern was only 

observed at impeller speeds below 110 RPM and a clear roping pattern was observed at 

impeller speeds above 200 RPM.   

 

3.4.1.3 Powder surface velocity 
It is interesting to note that the differences in powder surface velocities at different 

areas of the powder bed are considerable. Therefore, five areas were defined around the 

impeller to assess the local differences in powder velocity. This is illustrated in Figure 7a. 

The local particle velocities are depicted as a function of the impeller speed in Figure 7b.  
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Figure 7. Powder surface velocities at increasing impeller speeds at areas I (♦),  

II (■), III (▲), IV (●) and V (X). Error bars represent the standard deviation of 4 

subsequent images of two individual experiments and the dashed lines indicate the blade 

and the centre of the impeller. 

 

This figure shows that below an impeller speed of 200 RPM the powder surface 

velocities of the entire powder bed increases proportionally with impeller speed which 

agrees with the findings of Muguruma et al. (2000) and corresponds to a bumping flow 

regime at impeller speed below 110 RPM and a regime with a mixture of the roping and 

bumping pattern at an impeller speed between 110 RPM and 200 RPM as described by 
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Litster et. al. (2002). Above an impeller speed of 200 RPM the mixture of bumping and 

roping flow patterns changed to a full roping flow regime. This regime is characterized by 

the powder surface velocities that do not increase with impeller speed but stabilize to a 

certain level. These findings are also in agreement with the findings by Litster et al. (2002). 

Figure 7a shows that the highest powder surface velocities are found in the vicinity of 

the blade (area I). This implies that the particles in that area contain the highest kinetic 

energy since they are exposed to the propulsive and dissipation mechanisms between 

impeller and particle, and in between particles (Ramaker et al., 1998; Vromans et al., 1999). 

 

3.5 Conclusion 
In this study lactose 100M with a constant fill level was used as a model excipient to 

introduce PSV (Powder Surface Velocimetry) for powder surface velocity measurements in 

a moving bed. PSV is a method based on mapping the movement of small structures called 

fingerprints. Identification of these structures is based on a statistical correlation function. 

The method is able to identify sufficient structures to assess the velocity of a powder under 

conditions of low contrast, i.e. a powder bed. Addition of tracer particles is not necessary, 

which is an advantage when the tests need to be performed in an industrial setting.  

The validity of the method presented in this article is assessed by quantifying the rate of 

movement of the blade of a blender. The method enabled measurement of blade speed with 

reasonable accuracy. 

The powder speeds of lactose monohydrate 100M detected with PSV are in line with 

those reported in literature and showed that the powder surface velocity is location 

dependent. 

The analytical technique described in this study forms the basis of further investigation 

into powder motion. The technique seems to be possible for monitoring processes to 

investigate critical steps, understanding mixing mechanisms and material parameters. With 

the concept of quality by design being embraced by the pharmaceutical industry there is a 

need to understand mixing mechanisms (Landin et al., 1996; Portillo et al., 2008). The 

method described in this paper offers a relatively simple tool to do the required 

investigations.  
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS 

 

PSV  powder structure velocimetry 

PEPT  positron emission particle tracking 

FFT  Fourier transform 
t

m : n  1,:1  initial image 

'
 : 1, : 1

t
mn   following image 

t
ijx   intensity of the pixel in the initial image 

't
ijx   intensity of the pixel in the follwing image 

k  window tile size  
t

kij,   A sub-image of the initial images at position  j i,  with a window tile size k 

'
,

t
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n  the number of columns of the image (pixels) 

m  the number of rows of the image (pixels) 

i, j  pixel at location (i, j) in the images 

k  window tile size  
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kij,  visible (reallocated) at a new location (a, b) in the 

 neighborhood of position (i, j) 
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4.1 Abstract 
Problems related to the blending of a cohesive powder with a free flowing bulk powder 

are frequently encountered in the pharmaceutical industry. The cohesive powder often 

forms lumps or agglomerates which are not dispersed during the mixing process and are 

therefore detrimental to blend uniformity. Achieving sufficient blend uniformity requires 

that the blending conditions are able to break up agglomerates, which is often an abrasion 

process. This study was based on the assumption that the abrasion rate of agglomerates 

determines the required blending time. 

It is shown that the kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed is a relevant 

parameter which correlates with the abrasion rate of agglomerates. However, aspects 

related to the strength of agglomerates should also be considered. For this reason the Stokes 

abrasion number (StAbr) has been defined. This parameter describes the ratio between the 

kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed and the work of fracture of the 

agglomerate. 

The StAbr number is shown to predict the abrasion potential of agglomerates in the  

dry-mixing process. It appeared possible to include effects of filler particle size and 

impeller rotational rate into this concept. A clear relationship between abrasion rate of 

agglomerates and the value of StAbr was demonstrated. 
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4.2 Introduction 
Mixing of powders is an important topic in industry (Muzzio et al., 2002), while it 

receives significant attention in academia as well (Donald and Roseman, 1962; Das Gupta 

et al., 1991; Sudah et al., 2002a,b). One of the challenges is that there are considerable 

differences in powder behavior. Too often it is assumed that an entire powder bed can be 

considered as either cohesive or non-cohesive. In practice however, a blend mostly consists 

of powders with different properties. In this respect, a cohesive powder that needs to be 

blended into a free-flowing bulk powder is an often encountered system. A typical example 

is a small amount of micronised drug that is blended in non-cohesive diluents (Nase et al., 

2001; McCarthy, 2003; Li and McCarthy, 2003).  

Cohesive powders tend to form agglomerates (Kuwagi and Horio, 2002). These need to 

be broken and dispersed to achieve blend uniformity. Ideally, the blending process is 

capable of breaking up the agglomerates without additional screening or application of 

shear-intensifying tools such as a chopper. In such situations the rate of agglomerate 

removal will be the factor that determines the required blending time. A (quantitative) 

understanding of the parameters that determine the rate of agglomerate removal is essential 

for example to enable process scale-up exercises and the implementation of process 

analytical technology (PAT) strategies.  

Previous papers showed that the shear forces in a dry powder bed in a blender are very 

low: test particles with known yield strength did not deform at all (Tardos et al, 2004; 

Willemsz et al., 2010). It appeared that brittle test particles with known mechanical 

properties (the “brittle calibrated test particles”) reduced in size via abrasion. This abrasion 

process is typically characterized by a high frequency of impacts by filler particles on the 

surfaces of the agglomerates.  

Mechanical properties of the agglomerates and certain process related parameters like 

particle size of the filler and the rotational rate of the impeller were found to affect the size 

reduction rate of the agglomerates (Willemsz et al., 2010). The velocity of the powder is an 

important parameter and it is often assumed that particle velocity in the blender is the same 

as, or at least proportional with the impeller tip speed when the blender is a convective 

blender (Iveson et al., 2001). 

However, the actual particle velocity depends on many more parameters, such as filler 

particle size, the cohesiveness of the powder and relative fill volume of the mixer 

(Muguruma et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2003; Willemsz et al., 2011). Therefore direct 
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measurement of (filler) particle velocity can be considered to provide more relevant data 

regarding the mixing process.  

The aim of this paper was to investigate the effects of true particle velocity on 

agglomerate abrasion rate and establish the relevance of this parameter for blending 

processes. This knowledge can be applied in future process analytical technology exercises. 
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4.3 Experimental 

4.3.1 Materials 
The materials used were microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel PH-101, FMC, Philadelphia, 

USA) and α-lactose monohydrate with different particle sizes (Pharmatose® 100M, and 

450M from DMV Fonterra Excipients, Goch, Germany, with bulk densities of 750 and 470 

kg/m3, respectively).  

 

4.3.2 Methods 

4.3.2.1 Manufacturing of Model agglomerates (brittle calibrated test particles, 
bCTPs) 

The model agglomerates or spherical brittle calibrated test particles (bCTPs) were 

prepared as described before, Willemsz et al. (2010). A selection of these bCTPs was used 

in the blending tests; the other part was used for mechanical characterization of the bCTPs. 

Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) was used to produce these particles. The bCTPs were 

prepared by compressing approximately 300 mg microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) into 

cylindrical compacts with a diameter of 11 mm using a hydraulic press (Weber, 

Remshalden Grunbach, Germany). Compression pressures ranged between 0.8-2.6 MPa. 

These tablets were spheronized until the test particle was visually spherical by placing the 

tablets in a vibrating sieve (Retsch AS 200, Haan, Germany) with a mesh size of 500 μm 

operating at amplitude 5 mm. The porosities of all bCTPs produced were measured from 

the diameters and the weights of the bCTPs. The true density of the MCC was determined 

using a pycnometer (AccuPyc 1330, Micromeritics, Norcross, U.S.A.) using nitrogen as test 

gas and was found to be 1600 kg/m3). 

 

4.3.2.2 Mechanical characterization of bCTPs 
A parallel plate tensile tester (Lloyd LR5K-plus, Segensworth East, Fareham, UK) was 

used to compress the units to obtain the mechanical properties of the bCTPs. The elastic 

modulus and the fracture stress of the bCTPs were calculated from the stress strain 

relationship. More details concerning the test method are available in Ryshkwitch (1953), 

Spriggs (1961), Hiramatsu and Oka (1966) and Shipway and Hutchings (1993). 

Figures 1a and 1b depict the elastic moduli (Y) and fracture stresses (σc) as function of the 

bCTPs porosities, respectively. 
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b) Fracture stress vs. porosity  

Figure 1. Elastic modulus (Y) (a) and Fracture stress (σc) (b) of brittle calibrated test 

particles (bCTPs) as a function of porosity (ε). The solid lines depict an exponential least 

square fit. 

 

Least square fit analyses have been performed and table 1 summarizes the fit parameters for 

elastic modulus and fracture strength. An offset in ε of 0.55 has been introduced to reduce 

the extrapolation, because there are no data-points in the ε range between 0 and 0.55. These 
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fit parameters were used to calculate the mechanical properties of the bCTPs involved in 

the blending tests using the porosity of the bCTPs.  

 

Table 1. Fit parameters of mechanical properties using )55.0(
55.0

 keXX with X=Y or 

X=c and X0.55 = c or Y at ε= 0.55 (the data indicate the average ± 95% confidence 

interval) 

Parameter X= X0.55 k R2 

Modulus (MPa) Y 46.7 ± 6.0 16.9 ± 1.7 0.72 

Fracture stress (MPa) c 1.1 ± 0.1 17.9 ± 1.4 0.80 

 
 

4.3.2.3 Blending tests 
The blending experiments reported in this study were performed using a convective 

mixer with a bowl volume of 25 Liter (Fukae Powtec model FS-GS-25J, Japan). The 

chopper was not installed and the impeller rotated at rates between 100 and 300 RPM 

corresponding with tip speeds between 2.1 and 6.4 m/s. The fill degree for each experiment 

was 4 kg α-lactose monohydrate 100M or 450M loaded with bCTPs which corresponds to a 

relative fill volume of about 20 % for lactose 100M and 30 % for lactose 450M.  

A test was started by adding selected test particles to a powder sample of lactose 100M. 

This mixture was placed in the blender. After a given blending time, the blend was sieved 

through a 500 µm sieve to collect the test particles. The weights and dimensions of the 

bCTPs were determined as a function of blending time as mentioned in the previous 

communication (Willemsz et al., 2010). 

 

4.3.2.4 Powder Surface Velocimetry 
To collect data for powder surface velocimetry analysis a plexiglass lid was placed on 

the granulator. The powder flow was recorded using a high speed video camera (Casio-EX-

F1, Casio computer co., LTD, Tokyo, Japan) operating at a speed of 600 frames per second. 

The data were analyzed according to Willemsz et al. (2011). The camera was placed 

perpendicularly to the bowl and such that about 50% of the total powder surface was 

visible. 
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4.3.2.5 Statistical analysis  
The stepwise regression analyses and 95% confidence interval calculations described in 

this paper were performed using SAS V9.1 software (SAS institute Inc., North Carolina, 

USA). 

 

 

4.4 Results and discussion 

4.4.1 Blending intensity and abrasion rate of the test particles. 
Brittle calibrated test particles with different porosities were added to α-lactose 

monohydrate and blending tests were performed at different conditions. After a certain time 

interval, the bCTPs were collected and the mass reduction was monitored. The bCTPs were 

added to the powder again and mixing was continued. In that way the bCTP mass reduction 

over time was determined. Figure 2 gives an example of the mass reduction of bCTPs over 

time. The relative mass reduction (Mrel) follows apparent first order kinetics, with mass 

reduction rate constant ξm (Willemsz et al, 2010): 

 

t
rel

me
M

tMM *

0

)(          (1) 

 

with M(t) the mass after blending time t, M0 the initial mass. 
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Figure 2. Relative mass reduction over time of brittle calibrated test particles (bCTPs; 

porosity ε = 0.7) added to lactose 100M at increasing impeller tip speeds with 

corresponding abrasion rate constants (ξm ± 95% confidence limits): (●) 2.14 m/s (ξm= 5.3 

(± 0.3) x 10-4 s-1), (■) 4.27 m/s (ξm= 1.6 (± 0.8) x 10-3 s-1) and (♦) 6.41 m/s (ξm= 2.7 (± 0.6) 

x 10-3 s-1) 

 

The value of size reduction rate constant ξm depends on the impeller tip speed. Our 

previous paper on this topic concluded that the abrasion of a bCTP is constant per 

revolution of the impeller and that this value (i.e. abrasion/ revolution) is independent of the 

rotational rate of the impeller (Willemsz et al., 2010). However, also factors such as filler 

particle size or relative fill volume are of significance on abrasion and these have not yet 

been included in the equation. Moreover, visual observations during the mixing tests made 

clear that the powder velocity at the surface of the bed is (1) dependent on parameters like 

filler particle size and is (2) also location dependent. Such effects have been reported by 

several authors (Ramaker et al., 1998; Willemsz et al., 2011).  

Hence, it cannot be assumed that the proportionality between the impeller speed and 

powder velocity is the same for all powders and that powder velocity is location 

independent. For this reason, it was deemed necessary to measure the particle velocity 

during mixing directly. We developed a method to specifically measure the particle velocity 

at the surface of the powder bed under conditions of low contrast (Willemsz et al., 2011). 

Different areas in the powder bed, relative to the position of the impeller, show different 
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particle velocities. Five different areas have arbitrarily been defined and the powder 

velocities in these areas have been determined.  
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Figure 3. Powder surface velocities at increasing impeller speeds at areas I (◊), II (□), III (∆), 

IV (○) and V (X). Upper figure: Color bars indicate the powder surface velocities in m/s and the 

dashed lines indicate the blade and the centre of the impeller. Lower figure: Error bars 

represent the standard deviation (SD) of 4 subsequent images of two individual experiments.  

 

Figure 3 shows the areas and corresponding powder velocities at different impeller tip 

speeds. The powder velocity is highly location dependent. It is reasonable to speculate that 
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one location dominates the rate of abrasion of the bCTPs. To identify this specific location 

a statistical analysis was performed using the step-wise regression method. 

 

The variables in the model (using lactose 100M as filler) were porosity of the bCTPs 

and velocity of the particles in a specific area. The models contain linear and quadratic 

relationships and interaction of the variables with log ξm: 

 

pppm vvv   5
2

43
2

210)log(   (2) 

 

with ε porosity, υp powder surface velocity in a specific area, and αi regression coefficients. 

The log-transformation of the abrasion rate was necessary to fulfill the statistical 

requirements for normal distribution of the values for regression analysis. For each area a 

model was developed, via step-wise regression the significant parameters were selected and 

R2 of each model was calculated. Table 2 reports the results. It appeared that the term 

containing ε2 never contributed significantly to the model. In addition, an interaction term 

(vp) was never observed. Therefore, 2 and 5 are not presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Parameters resulting from statistical analysis using particle velocities detected 

in different areas (see Figure 2 for areas) 

Area 0 1 3 4 R2 

1 -14.0 15.7 NS 0.16 89.7 

2 -14.1 15.4 NS 0.77 87.5 

3 -7.3 15.6 -10.9 3.9 89.8 

4 -9.6 15.6 -13.4 10.9 89.8 

5 -23.9 15.6 25.1 -13.3 89.8 

NS: not a significant parameter in the model. 

 

The values of R2 in table 2 make clear that all models explain 85-90% of the total 

variance observed, independent of the location of detection of powder surface velocity. 

This observation implies that the relationship between log (ξm) and ε holds in all areas to 

the same extent. No significant interaction was observed, so it is possible to discuss the 

effect of bCTP porosity and particle surface velocity independent of each other. Because it 

was practically not possible to measure the particle surface velocity of the entire surface, 
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the arbitrary decision was to apply the data obtained using the area with the highest particle 

velocity, i.e. area 1, which is in the vicinity of the impeller blade. 

 

4.4.2 Particle surface velocity and abrasion rate 
The average powder surface velocity in area 1 is referred to as the “powder surface 

velocity” (vp) in the rest of this paper. Our previous paper on this topic (Willemsz et al, 

2010) showed a clear effect of filler particle size on the abrasion rate of the bCTPs. Figure 

4 shows this effect. 
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Figure 4. The effect of filler particle size on the mass based abrasion rate constant at 

increasing impeller speeds for bCTPs with different porosities. Closed symbols are from 

lactose 100M; open symbols are from lactose 450M. ■, □: 2.14 m/s; ♦, ◊: 4.27 m/s; ▲, ∆: 

6.41 m/s. Adapted from Willemsz et al., 2010. 

 

This observation suggests a relationship between particle size and abrasion rate of the 

test agglomerates. However, the data in Table 3 show that the powder surface velocity of 

the lactose 450M filler is significantly lower than that of lactose 100M at the same impeller 

tip speeds. 
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Table 3. Powder surface velocities at area I of lactose 100M and lactose 450M at different 

impeller tip speeds 

Impeller tip speed (m/s) υp (m/s) ± SD 

Lactose 100M 

υp (m/s) ± SD 

Lactose 450M 

2.14 1.50 ± 0.16 0.27 ± 0.10 

4.27 2.89 ± 0.16 0.93 ± 0.16 

6.41 3.30 ± 0.30 1.26 ± 0.24 

SD: standard deviation 
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Figure 5. m/vp

2 versus bCTP porosity. Filled symbols are from lactose 100M; empty 

symbols are from lactose 450M. ■, □: 2.14 m/s; ♦, ◊: 4.27 m/s; ▲, ∆: 6.41 m/s.  

 

Since the abrasion is caused by impaction of particles it can be assumed that the 

abrasion rate is related to the kinetic energy of the impaction and therefore to the kinetic 

energy density of the moving powder bed (Wb): 

 

Wb=0.5bvp
2         (3) 

 

With b the bulk density of the filler during blending and vp the powder velocity. 
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On the basis of this consideration the ratio of the abrasion rate constant to the square of 

powder surface velocity (m/vp
2) should be able to explain the effect of filler particle size. 

This is depicted in the Figure 5. The effect of filler particle size has almost completely 

disappeared. A logical next step is to consider agglomerate abrasion as an energy density 

process. 

 

4.4.3 Agglomerate abrasion based on energy considerations 
The previous section shows that aspects like particle size of the filler seems to play a 

smaller role in this process and revealed that particle velocity is an important parameter in 

relation to the rate of abrasion of the agglomerates. In addition, energy density of the 

moving powder bed seems to be a relevant parameter.  

In granulation it is a common approach to analyze the granule formation process using 

Stokes values (Tardos et al. (1997), Iveson and Litster (1998), Van den Dries et al. (2003)). 

A method to apply this approach in the reverse process, i.e. agglomerate abrasion, is to 

define the “Stokes abrasion number” StAbr, which then is the ratio of the energy density of 

blending to the work of fracture of the agglomerate, the latter being (
Y

W c
f 


2

2 ). 

 

2

2

c

pb

f

b
abr

Yv
W
WSt


 

        (4) 

 

With b bulk density of the filler. The mechanical properties of the bCTPs have been 

calculated from the porosities of the agglomerates using the data in table 1. 

 

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the Stokes abrasion number (StAbr) in the 

blending experiments and the resulting abrasion rate constants (ξm) of the bCTPs. 

Assessment of the data indicates that the effects of filler particle size and impeller tip 

speeds are basically not visible. A least square analysis assuming a linear relationship leads 

to an R2 of 0.84. It suggests that the StAbr number seems to be a reasonable way to predict 

agglomerate abrasion during blending. 
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Figure 6. The relationship between the abrasion rate constants (ξm) and the Stokes abrasion 

number (StAbr) of various bCTPs at increasing impeller tipspeeds. Closed symbols are from lactose 

100M; Open symbols are from lactose 450M. ■, □: 2.14 m/s; ♦, ◊: 4.27 m/s; ▲, ∆: 6.41 m/s. The 

inner graph shows an enlarged region of the region of low StAbr values. 

 

 

4.5 Conclusion 
The abrasion of agglomerates during dry-mixing with two different filler particles has 

been investigated. This study reveals that the kinetic energy density of the moving powder 

bed (Wb) is a relevant parameter to explain abrasion rates of agglomerates. However, 

aspects related to the strength of agglomerates could not be included directly in this 

approach. For this reason, the Stokes abrasion number (StAbr) has been defined as the ratio 

between the kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed to the work of fracture of the 

agglomerate. 

This StAbr number was used to explain the abrasion rate of agglomerates during  

dry-mixing. Applying StAbr revealed that abrasion of agglomerates is not only depending on 

impeller rotational speed or filler particle size alone but is determined by all parameters that 

describe the StAbr number of the system. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS 

 

PAT  process analytical technology 

Y  bCTPs elastic moduli (MPa) 

σc  bCTPs fracture stresses (MPa) 

Mrel  relative mass reduction (-) 

bCTPs  brittle calibrated test particles 

M(t)   bCTPs mass after blending time t (kg) 

M0   bCTPs initial mass (kg) 

ε  porosity (-) 

ξm  mass abrasion rate constant (1/min.) 

υp  powder surface velocity (m/s) 

αi  regression coefficients 

Wb  kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed (kg/ (m.s2)) (Pa) 

b  bulk density of the filler (kg/m3) 

fW   work of fracture of the bCTPs (kg/ (m.s2)) (Pa) 

StAbr  Stokes abrasion number (-) 
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5.1 Abstract 
Transferring processes between different scales and types of mixers is a common 

operation in industry. Challenges within this operation include the existence of considerable 

differences in blending conditions between mixer scales and types. Obtaining the correct 

blending conditions is crucial for the ability to break up agglomerates in order to achieve 

the desired blend uniformity. Agglomerate break up is often an abrasion process. In this 

study the abrasion rate potential of agglomerates is described by the StAbr number of the 

system. The StAbr number equals the ratio between the kinetic energy density of the moving 

powder bed and the work of fracture of the agglomerate. 

In this study, the StAbr approach demonstrates to be a useful tool to predict the abrasion 

of agglomerates during blending when technology is transferred between mixer 

scales/types. Applying the StAbr approach revealed a transition point between parameters 

that determined agglomerate abrasion. This study gave evidence that (1) below this 

transition point agglomerate abrasion is determined by a combination of impeller effects 

and by the kinetic energy density of the powder blend, whereas (2) above this transition 

point agglomerate abrasion is mainly determined by the kinetic energy density of the 

powder blend.  
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5.2 Introduction 
One of the challenges during scale-up and technology transfer of a mixing process is 

that there usually are considerable differences in blending conditions between different 

mixer scales and types (Brone et al., 1998). Finding the blending conditions that lead to the 

desired blend uniformity is not a trivial operation (Muzzio et al., 2002; Muzzio et al., 

2005). For this reason fill volume, impeller rotational speeds and blender geometry are 

preferably kept constant as much as possible during such a technology transfer (Landin et 

al., 1996a; Landin et al., 1996b). In practice this is not always possible. Moreover, such an 

approach does not necessarily mean that the blend conditions are always similar (Litster et 

al. 2002). Still, obtaining the correct blend conditions is crucial because only this 

safeguards formation of a sufficiently uniform blend. A specific, but frequently occurring 

case is a blend that contains cohesive components that tend to form agglomerates. Removal 

of these agglomerates and prevention of the formation of new agglomerates is often the 

critical step in the assessment of the uniform blend (Kuwagi and Horio, 2002; Willemsz et 

al., 2010).  

Removal of agglomerates in a dry-mixing system predominantly occurs via abrasion 

(Willemsz et al., 2010; Willemsz et al., 2012). The abrasion process is typically 

characterized by a high frequency of impacts by filler particles on the surfaces of the 

agglomerates. Mechanical properties of the agglomerates and product and process related 

parameters like filler particle size and the rotational rate of the impeller were found to affect 

the size reduction rate of the agglomerates (Willemsz et al., 2010). It appeared to be 

possible to describe the abrasion process via definition of a Stokes number, the Stokes 

abrasion number (StAbr). This number is the ratio of the kinetic energy density of the 

powder bed to the work of fracture of the agglomerate (Willemsz et al., 2012). Results so 

far showed that it is possible to predict effects of filler particle size and impeller rotation 

rate on abrasion rate with reasonable accuracy. The purpose of this study is to check the 

validity of the StAbr approach and apply it to technology transfer situations where mixers of 

the same working mechanisms, but different production scales and different geometries are 

applied. Additionally, this paper identifies limits of applicability of the Stabr approach. 
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5.3 Experimental 

5.3.1 Materials 
 

The materials used were microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel PH-101, FMC, Philadelphia, 

USA) and α-lactose monohydrate (Pharmatose® 100M from DMV Fonterra Excipients, 

Goch, Germany, with a bulk density of 750 kg/m3).  

 

5.3.2 Methods 

5.3.2.1 Model agglomerates (brittle calibrated test particles) 
The model agglomerates or spherical brittle calibrated test particles (bCTPs) were 

prepared as described before by Willemsz et al. (2010). The porosities of all bCTPs 

produced were measured from the diameters and the weights of the bCTPs. The true density 

of the MCC was determined using a pycnometer (AccuPyc 1330, Micromeritics, Norcross, 

U.S.A.) using nitrogen as test gas and was found to be 1600 kg/m3). The mechanical 

properties of the bCTPs have been described in Willemsz et al. (2012). 

 

5.3.2.2 Blending tests 
The blending experiments reported in this study were performed using convective 

mixers with bowl volumes of 25 Liter (Fukae Powtec model FS-GS-25J, Japan, bottom-

driven impeller) and 50 Liter (Glatt model VG50, Germany equipped with a top-driven 

impeller). The chopper was never installed. Table 1 lists the parameters that were varied. A 

test was started by adding selected test particles to a powder sample of lactose 100M. This 

mixture was placed in the blender. After a given blending time, the blend was sieved over a 

500 m sieve to collect the test particles. The weights and dimensions of the bCTPs were 

determined as a function of blending time as mentioned in the previous communication 

(Willemsz et al., 2010).  

The Froude number (Fr) was calculated as follows: 

 

g
DNFr

2

         (1) 

 

With N the impeller rotational rate, D bowl diameter, and g is the acceleration of gravity. 
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Table 1 Geometry of the high shear mixers and experimental set-up for the blending tests  

 Mixer type 

 Fukae (25L) Glatt (50L) 

Geometry:   

Impeller type bottom driven top driven 

Bowl Diameter (D) (m) 0.41 0.49 

Impeller radius (m) 0.204 0.240 

Impeller height (himpeller) (m) 0.014 0.020 

Experimental set-up:   

Relative fill volumes (φ) (V/V) (%)  8, 16, 27, 37 16, 27, 37 

Impeller rotational rates (N) (RPM) 100, 200, 300 85, 169, 254 

Froude numbers (Fr) (-) 0.12, 0.46, 1.04 0.12, 0.46, 1.04 

 

 

5.3.2.3 Powder Surface Velocimetry 
To collect data for powder surface velocimetry analysis a plexiglass lid was placed on 

the 25 L granulator. The powder surface velocimetry data from the 50L high-shear mixer 

were collected by recording through the watch glass of the apparatus. The powder flow was 

recorded using a high speed video camera (Casio-EX-F1, Casio computer co., LTD, Tokyo, 

Japan) operating at a speed of 600 frames per second. The data were analyzed according to 

Willemsz et al. (2011a). The camera was placed perpendicular to the bowl and such that 

about 50% of the total powder surface was visible for the 25L high-shear mixer and 25% of 

the surface in the 50L high-shear mixer. 

 

 

5.3.2.4 Statistical analyses  
The outlier diagnostics, standard deviation (SD) and 95% confidence interval 

calculations described in this paper were performed using SAS V9.1 software (SAS 

institute Inc., North Carolina, USA). 
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5.4 Results and discussion 

5.4.1 Abrasion rate constant (ξm) measurements in the 25L and 50L high 
shear mixer 

In this study two vertical axis high shear mixers of different geometries (as described in 

Table 1) were used to assess how the abrasion rate constants (ξm) of brittle agglomerates 

scale with process variables in high-shear mixers. The bCTPs relative mass reduction (Mrel) 

over time was determined. It obeys apparent first order kinetics, with mass reduction rate 

constant as described by Willemsz et al. (2010): 

 

t
rel

me
M

tMM *

0

)(          (2) 

 

with M(t) as the mass after blending time t and M0 as the initial mass. 

The purpose of the current experiments was to investigate the effects of abrasion rate 

constants of agglomerates with different porosities when process variables are varied. The 

results are depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 shows that the abrasion rate constants (ξm) of the agglomerates in the 50L 

mixer are always lower than those obtained in the 25L mixer when Froude numbers are 

identical. Abrasion rates increase with Froude number but decrease with increasing fill 

levels. These results are in line with findings discussed in previous papers (e.g. Loveday 

and Naidoo, 1997; Flisyuk et al., 2005; Khanal and Morrison, 2008; Willemsz et al., 2010).  

It is reasonable to assume that a reduction in fill volume implies that the contribution of 

the impeller to the total rate of agglomerate abrasion will increase. To visualize this effect 

 
Figure 1. The effect of process settings on the mass based abrasion rate constant for the 

25L (■) and 50L (□) high shear mixers. Fr represents the Froude number, φ the degree of 

fill of the equipment, ξm the abrasion rate constant and ε the porosity of the test particles 

(bCTPs). 
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additional tests have been performed where the powder just covers the impeller. This 

corresponds with a relative fill level of 8% (V/V) in the 25L mixer. Figure 2 shows the 

abrasion rates (ξm) of the bCTPs at different fill levels for two different Fr numbers. Figure 

2 clearly shows a considerable additional effect of the impeller at low fill levels on the 

abrasion rates of the particles. Moreover, there seems to be a step change in behavior: 

abrasions rates at fill levels above 16% (V/V) are more or less in line, a low fill level gives 

much higher abrasion rates. 

 

5.4.2 Powder surface velocity and abrasion 
The powder surface velocity has been measured as previously described (Willemsz et 

al., 2011a). The powder velocities (vp) were determined at the conditions described in table 

1 and Figure 3 depicts the results. 
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Figure 2. The mass based abrasion rate constants (ξm) of agglomerates for the 25L 

high shear mixer at a φ (V/V) of 8% (white ○), 16% (black ●), 27% (black ■) and 37% 

(black ♦) 

Fr= 0.12 

Fr= 1.04 
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Figure 3. Powder surface velocities (vp) at different fill volumes and Froude numbers (♦, ◊: 

Fr= 0.12; ■, □: Fr= 0.46; ▲, ∆: Fr= 1.04) for the 25L high-shear mixer (closed symbols 

and solid lines) and 50L high-shear mixer (open symbols and dotted lines). Error bars 

represent the standard deviations (SD) of 4 subsequent images of two individual 

experiments. 

 

Figure 3 shows decreasing powder surface velocity at increasing relative fill volume. 

This was observed in both mixers. The figure also shows that the powder velocities 

measured in the 50L mixer are significantly lower compared to those in the 25L mixer scale 

at comparable Fr numbers. Filler particle velocity is an important parameter in relation to 

the rate of abrasion of the agglomerates (Willemsz et al., 2010; Willemsz et al., 2012). The 

effects were correlated using the Stokes abrasion number (StAbr). Applying StAbr numbers 

gives the possibility to assess how the abrasion rate constant (ξm) scales with process 

variables in different types/scale of high-shear mixers.  
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The Stokes abrasion number (StAbr) concept has been discussed in more detail earlier in 

our previous paper (Willemsz et al., 2012). StAbr compares the energy density during 

blending (Wb=0.5bvp
2) with the work of fracture of an agglomerate (

Y
W c

f 


2

2 ): 

 

2

2

c

pb
abr

Yv
St


 

        (3) 

 

With b bulk density of the filler, vp powder surface velocity, Y elastic moduli, and σc 

fracture stress.  

The mechanical properties Y (Elastic modulus) and σc (fracture stress) of the bCTPs 

have been calculated as previously described and are based on the porosity (ε) values of the 

agglomerates (Willemsz et al., 2012). Table 2 summarizes the fit parameters for elastic 

moduli and fracture stresses after performing a least square fit analysis assuming 

exponential relationships (Ryshkewitch, 1953; Spriggs, 1961).  

 

Table 2. Fit parameters of mechanical properties using )55.0(
55.0

 keXX with X=Y or 

X=c and X0.55 = c or Y at ε= 0.55 (the data indicate the average ± 95% confidence 

interval) 

Parameter X= X0.55 k R2 

Modulus (MPa) Y 46.7 ± 6.0 16.9 ± 1.7 0.72 

Fracture stress (MPa) c 1.1 ± 0.1 17.9 ± 1.4 0.80 

An offset in ε of 0.55 has been introduced to reduce the extrapolation, because there are no data-points in the 

ε range between 0 and 0.55. 

 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the abrasion rates and the Stokes abrasion 

numbers in the blending experiments at different working conditions. Visually, three 

distinct relationships can be seen: with the largest group of tests at fill levels larger than 

16% (V/V) and two groups that both describe relationships when fill level is low.  
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Figure 4. The relationship between the abrasion rate constants (ξm) and the Stokes 

abrasion number (StAbr) of various bCTPs at defined conditions. The two solid lines 

indicate the abrasion data deviating from the proposed regression model (dashed line) 

between ξm and StAbr discussed below in the text. The gray and dotted lines indicate the 

regression model for the 25L (data-set of φ= 8% (V/V) excluded) and 50L mixer scale, 

respectively. 

Symbol legend for 50L mixer scale: ○: φ= 16% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12, 0.46, 1.04; □: φ= 27% 

(V/V) at Fr= 0.12, 0.46, 1.04; +: φ= 37% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12, 0.46, 1.04. 

Symbol legend for 25L mixer scale: : φ= 16% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12, 0.46, 1.04; ◊: φ= 27% 

(V/V) at Fr= 0.12, 0.46, 1.04; ∆: φ= 37% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12, 0.46, 1.04. 

●: φ= 8% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12; ■: φ= 8% (V/V) at Fr= 1.04. 

 

Model diagnostic plots of the data-set indicate that both variables (ξm and StAbr) should 

be log-transformed before analysis to fulfill the statistical requirements for normal 

distribution of the values to identify outliers. From these data sets several outlier 

diagnostics (Studentized residuals, DFFITTS, Leverage and DFbetas) were used to identify 

outliers in the data-set of Figure 4.  

From the five curves depicted in Figure 4 the analyses marked three observations as real 

outliers. These outliers correspond with bCTPs collected during tests using the 50L high-

shear mixer. This mixer is larger which implicates that larger amounts of filler had to be 

sieved to collect the model agglomerates. It is likely that this introduces additional errors. 
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This was the rationale to remove the outliers from the data set. These data points are not 

shown in Figure 4. After removing these three outliers, different regression models 

correlating ξm and StAbr have been produced:  

 

LOG(ξm) = β + αi * LOG(StAbr)    (4) 

Table 3 lists the models produced. 

 

Table 3. Regression models between ξm and StAbr at various relative fill volumes for the 

curves depicted in Figure 4 

    95% Confidence Limits  

Process condition Nr. Variable Estimate Lower Upper 
R2 

(%) 

φ > 16% (25L only)  

(gray line in Figure 4) 
(1) 

β 0.78 0.66 0.90 
87 

αi 0.78 0.71 0.85 

φ > 16% (50L only)  

(dotted line in Figure 4) 
(2) 

β 0.69 0.47 0.90 
81 

αi 0.89 0.77 1.00 

φ > 16% (25L and  

50L combined) 

(dashed line in Figure 4) 

(3) 
β 0.75 0.63 0.86 

78 

αi 
0.83 0.77 0.90 

φ 8% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12  

(solid line) 
(4) 

β 2.39 1.87 2.92 
90 

αi 1.00 0.84 1.16 

φ 8% (V/V) at Fr= 1.04  

(solid line) 
(5) 

β 2.76 2.21 3.32 
89 

αi 0.75 0.55 0.96 

 

The results demonstrate a relationship between abrasion rate of agglomerates and the 

value of StAbr. The R2 presented in Table 3 indicates the extent that the values of StAbr 

explain abrasion at various process conditions. Here, R2 approaching 100% indicates that 

abrasion is fully explained by the parameters that describe the Stokes abrasion (StAbr) 

number of the system. The R2 presented in Table 3 shows that the StAbr number is a 

reasonable way to predict agglomerate abrasion while there is no clear difference between 

the fits of the results between the different blenders. This makes it possible to combine 

these results into one model. This model includes 78% of the variance when the fill level 
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β 0.78 0.66 0.90 
87 

αi 0.78 0.71 0.85 

φ > 16% (50L only)  

(dotted line in Figure 4) 
(2) 

β 0.69 0.47 0.90 
81 

αi 0.89 0.77 1.00 

φ > 16% (25L and  

50L combined) 

(dashed line in Figure 4) 

(3) 
β 0.75 0.63 0.86 

78 

αi 
0.83 0.77 0.90 

φ 8% (V/V) at Fr= 0.12  

(solid line) 
(4) 

β 2.39 1.87 2.92 
90 

αi 1.00 0.84 1.16 

φ 8% (V/V) at Fr= 1.04  

(solid line) 
(5) 

β 2.76 2.21 3.32 
89 

αi 0.75 0.55 0.96 

 

The results demonstrate a relationship between abrasion rate of agglomerates and the 

value of StAbr. The R2 presented in Table 3 indicates the extent that the values of StAbr 

explain abrasion at various process conditions. Here, R2 approaching 100% indicates that 

abrasion is fully explained by the parameters that describe the Stokes abrasion (StAbr) 

number of the system. The R2 presented in Table 3 shows that the StAbr number is a 

reasonable way to predict agglomerate abrasion while there is no clear difference between 

the fits of the results between the different blenders. This makes it possible to combine 

these results into one model. This model includes 78% of the variance when the fill level 
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This was the rationale to remove the outliers from the data set. These data points are not 

shown in Figure 4. After removing these three outliers, different regression models 

correlating ξm and StAbr have been produced:  
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exceeds 16%. The regression analysis in our previous study (Willemsz et al., 2012) 

included 84% of the variance using a smaller data set. The data-set in this study also covers 

the abrasion data for the 50L high-shear mixer scale.  

It is clear that a low fill level leads to much faster abrasion of the test particles (Figure 4 

and Table 3). There is apparently a transition where the impeller starts to dominate the 

abrasion. To study the impact of fill level, regression analysis has been performed 

separately for all fill levels. These results are depicted in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Regression models between ξm and StAbr at various fill degree for two different 

high-shear mixer scales depicted in Figure 4 

    95% Confidence Limits  

Process condition Nr. Variable Estimate Lower Upper R2 (%) 

16% (V/V) 25L  

(Fr= 0.12-1.04) 
(6) 

β 0.93 0.78 1.08 
89 

αi 0.87 0.78 0.96 

27% (V/V) 25L  

(Fr= 0.12-1.04) 
(7) 

β 0.62 0.41 0.83 
88 

αi 0.62 0.49 0.75 

37% (V/V) 25L  

(Fr= 0.12-1.04) 
(8) 

β 0.65 0.27 1.02 
82 

αi 0.72 0.53 0.92 

16% (V/V) 50L  

(Fr= 0.12-1.04) 
(9) 

β 0.77 0.51 1.04 
86 

αi 0.98 0.82 1.15 

27% (V/V) 50L  

(Fr= 0.12-1.04) 
(10) 

β 0.63 0.23 1.03 
82 

αi 0.81 0.61 1.02 

37% (V/V) 50L  

(Fr= 0.12-1.04) 
(11) 

β 0.67 0.92 0.67 
74 

αi 0.91 0.57 1.26 

 

To study the effect of the impeller, the fill degree of the blender has been defined 

relative to the impeller height, the relative fill height (hpowder): 

impeller

powder
powder h

h
h ,0      (5) 

With h0,powder height of the stationary powder and himpeller the impeller height (Table 1). 

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the fit constants in table 3 and the relative fill 

height of the powder in the blenders. 
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The slope (αi) of the fits is almost constant and has a value of around 1. This implicates 

that the relationships between abrasion rate and StAbr are almost linear relationships. As a 

consequence, the intercept  describes the slope of the (almost) linear relationships in 

Figure 4. The value of  increases drastically when the relative fill height is low.  
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Figure 5. Relationships between the variables slope (αi upper figure) and intercept (β, lower 

figure) with the relative distance between impeller and powder height (∆hpowder) for the 25L 

(●) and 50L (x) high-shear mixer scale. The solid horizontal line indicates the transition-

point between agglomerate abrasion dominated by impeller effects and the kinetic energy 

density of the powder blend and solely the kinetic energy density of the powder blend. Error 

bars indicate the ±95% confidence limits. 

 

Dominated by kinetic energy 
density of the powder blend 
and impeller 

Dominated by kinetic energy 
density of the powder blend 
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The intercept between the dotted and solid lines shown in Figure 5 has been calculated 

and gives a transition-point at a ∆hpowder value of 3. This result shows that agglomerate 

abrasion is predominantly determined by the powder bed movements when the ∆hpowder 

value is larger than 3. Obviously, the presence of enough powder is a prerequisite for the 

applicability of the Stokes number approach. When insufficient powder is present, the 

impeller starts to dominate the process. Logically, direct contact between impeller and the 

bCTPs yields a deviating abrasive phenomenon than the shear forces occurring when there 

is plenty of powder present.  

 

 

5.5 Conclusion 
The abrasion of agglomerates during dry-mixing at different fill volumes, impeller 

rotational speeds and two different high-shear mixer scales and types has been investigated. 

This study reveals that the StAbr number is able to predict the abrasion potential of 

agglomerates at variable process conditions. This includes high shear mixers that are 

geometrically different. 

The study reveals a transition point between agglomerate abrasion completely 

dominated by the powder blend and where a combination of impeller and powder blend 

effects play a significant role.  

The StAbr number concept described in this study demonstrates to be a useful tool to 

predict the abrasion of agglomerates at conditions during process variation exercises in dry-

mixing such as transferring the same mixture composition (filler) to a different type and 

scale of mixer. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS 

 

StAbr  Stokes abrasion number (-) 

bCTPs  brittle calibrated test particles 

Fr  Froude number (-) 

N   impeller rotational rate (RPM)  

D   bowl diameter (m) 

g   is the acceleration of gravity (m/s2) 

ξm  mass abrasion rate constant (1/min.) 

Mrel  relative mass reduction (-) 

M(t)   bCTPs mass after blending time t (kg) 

M0   bCTPs initial mass (kg) 

φ   fill volume (V/V) (%) 

υp  powder surface velocity (m/s) 

Wb  kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed (kg/ (m.s2)) (Pa) 

b  bulk density of the filler (kg/m3) 

fW   work of fracture of the bCTPs (kg/ (m.s2)) (Pa) 

Y  bCTPs elastic moduli (MPa) 

σc  bCTPs fracture stresses (MPa) 

ε  porosity (-) 

hpowder relative fill height (-) 

h0,powder  height of the stationary powder (m) 

himpeller   the impeller height (m) 
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6.1 Abstract 
Removal of microcrystalline cellulose agglomerates in a dry-mixing system (lactose 

100M) predominantly occurs via abrasion. The agglomerate abrasion rate potential is 

estimated by the Stokes abrasion (StAbr) number of the system. The StAbr number equals the 

ratio between the kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed and the work of fracture 

of the agglomerate. Basically, the StAbr number concept describes the blending condition of 

the dry-mixing system. The concept has been applied to investigate the relevance of process 

parameters on agglomerate abrasion in tumbling blenders. Here, process parameters such as 

blender rotational speed and relative fill volumes were investigated.  

In this study the StAbr approach revealed a transition-point between abrasion rate 

behaviors. Below this transition point a blending condition exist where agglomerate 

abrasion is dominated by the kinetic energy density of the powder blend. Above this 

transition point, a blending condition exists where agglomerates show (undesirable) slow 

abrasion rates. In this situation the blending condition is mainly determined by the high fill 

volume of the filler. 
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6.2 Introduction 
The tumbling blender is currently one of the most common mixers used in the 

pharmaceutical industry. The device has received considerable attention both in theoretical 

and practical approaches that describe the mechanisms of particle motion in these blenders 

and resulting mixing performance (Sudah et al., 2002a, b; Sudah et al., 2005; Arratia et al., 

2006). Obtaining the correct blending conditions is crucial because this safeguards 

formation of sufficiently uniform blends (Muzzio et al., 2002; Muzzio and Alexander, 

2005). In practice a blend mostly contains different powders with both cohesive and free-

flowing properties. An often encountered system is a cohesive powder need to be blended 

into free-flowing bulk powder. Cohesive powders tend to form agglomerates (Kuwagi and 

Horatio, 2002). Removal of these agglomerates and prevention of the formation of new 

agglomerates is often critical in the assessment of the uniform blend. It is essential that the 

blender is capable of removing the agglomerates. In such situations the rate of agglomerate 

removal determines the required blending time. In practice, blending conditions are not 

always capable to remove agglomerates sufficiently fast leading to undesired excessively 

long mixing times or to blend in-homogeneity.  

Removal of agglomerates in a dry-mixing system predominantly occurs via abrasion 

(Kuwagi and Horatio, 2002; Willemsz et al., 2010). It appeared to be possible to explain the 

agglomerate abrasion process in convection blender by definition of the Stokes abrasion 

number (StAbr). This number is the ratio of the kinetic energy density of the powder bed to 

the work of fracture of the agglomerate and describes the blending condition of the dry-

mixing system (Willemsz et al., 2012).  

Currently only limited studies have been reported on the influence of blending 

conditions on agglomerate abrasion in tumbling blenders. The aim of this study was to 

investigate the relevance of process parameters that describe the blending conditions on 

agglomerate abrasion in tumbling blenders. 
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6.3 Experimental 

6.3.1 Materials 
The materials used were microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) (Avicel PH-101, FMC, 

Philadelphia, USA) and α-lactose monohydrate (Pharmatose® 100M from DMV Fonterra 

Excipients, Goch, Germany, with a bulk density of 750 kg/m3), which acted as filler. 

 

6.3.2 Methods 

6.3.2.1 Model agglomerates (brittle calibrated test particles) 
The model agglomerates or spherical brittle calibrated test particles (bCTPs) were 

prepared from MCC as described before by Willemsz et al. (2010). The porosities of all 

bCTPs produced were measured from the diameters and the weights of the bCTPs. The true 

density of the MCC was determined using a pycnometer (AccuPyc 1330, Micromeritics, 

Norcross, U.S.A.) using nitrogen as test gas and was found to be 1600 kg/m3). The 

mechanical properties (Young's modulus, Y, and strength, σs) of the bCTPs were 

characterized as described in Willemsz et al. (2011b). 

 

 

6.3.2.2 Blending tests 
The blending experiments reported in this study were performed using a tumbling 

blender with bowl volume of 10 Liter (Bohle model LM40, Germany, un-baffled). Loaded 

with the filler and bCTPs the relative fill volume (φ) varied between 40 and 80% (V/V). A 

test was started by adding selected test particles to the filler. This mixture was placed in the 

blender and rotated at rates between 20, 30 and 40 RPM. After a given blending time, the 

blend was sieved over a 500 m sieve to collect the test particles. The weights and 

dimensions of the bCTPs were determined as a function of blending time. These values 

were used to calculate the abrasion rate according to equation 1. Details of the experiment 

are mentioned in the previous publication (Willemsz et al., 2010). 
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6.3.2.3 Powder Surface Velocimetry 
To collect data from powder surface velocimetry a Plexiglas lid was placed on the 

blender. The Camera was mounted on top of the blender perpendicular to the Plexiglas lid 

and such that about 70% of the total powder surface was visible. The powder surface 

velocimetry data were collected by recording through the watch glass of the apparatus. The 

powder flow was recorded using a high speed video camera (Casio-EX-F1, Casio computer 

co., LTD, Tokyo, Japan) operating at a speed of 600 frames per second. The data were 

analyzed according to Willemsz et al. (2011a) to gain powder surface velocities.  

The position of the camera changes relative to the powder surface as an effect of the 

rotation of the blender. This is schematically depicted in Figure 1. The angle of observation 

of the camera relative to the surface of the bed is needed to calculate the surface velocity 

from the images.  

 

 
Figure 1. Camera position relative to the powder bed (with  the dynamic angle of repose 

of the powder bed,  the angle observation of the camera and  the angle observation of the 

camera relative to the powder bed. 

 

This angle is simply determined from mean dynamic angle of repose of lactose 100M, 

which average value is reported to be 60.3° (Munoz-Ruiz et al., 1993 and Bodhmage, 2006) 

and angle of the camera with the horizontal plane. The dynamic angle of repose was 

assumed to be independent from the blender rotational rates used in this study (Munoz-Ruiz 

et al., 1993 and Bodhmage, 2006). 
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6.3.2.4 DEM simulations 
To clarify the experimental results, a simulation of the movements of 10.000 particles in 

a container mixer was carried out using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) (Cundall and 

Strack 1979). Each particle in the simulation was created by overlapping three spheres of 

100 µm in diameter to make a rod-like particle with dimensions of 100 x 200 µm. The 

particle's density is 1500 kg/m3 which are similar to that of lactose. The container size and 

dimensions are shown in Figure 2. The volume of the container is 2 x 10-4 L corresponding 

to a fill level of approximately 40% (V/V). The container mixer was rotated at a speed of 

120 rpm. The Hertz-Mindlin contact model was used for particle to particle interaction and 

particle to geometry interaction (DEMSolutions 2011). The simulation was done using the 

EDEM 2.4.1 package (DEM Solutions, UK). 

 

 
Figure 2. Size and dimensions of the container mixer used in DEM simulation 

 

6.3.2.5 Statistical analyses  
Standard deviation (SD) and 95% confidence interval calculations described in this 

paper were performed using SAS V9.1 software (SAS institute Inc., North Carolina, USA). 
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6.4 Results and discussion 

6.4.1 Abrasion rate constant (ξm) measurements in the tumbling blender 
In this study a tumbling mixer was used to assess how the abrasion rate constants (ξm) 

(Willemsz et al, 2010) of brittle agglomerates are affected by process variables in the 

tumbling blender. The bCTPs mass reduction (Mrel) over time was determined and appeared 

to obey apparent first order kinetics as demonstrated in our previous work (Willemsz et al, 

2010). A typical example is shown in the insert of Figure 3. 

 

t
rel

me
M

tMM *

0

)(          (1) 

 

with M(t) the mass after blending time t, M0 the initial mass. 

Figure 3 shows the effect of blender rotational rate (ω) on the abrasion rate constants of 

agglomerates with different porosities. 
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Figure 3. The effect of the mass based abrasion rate constant at a blender rotational rate 

(ω) of 20 RPM (□), 30 RPM (∆) and 40 RPM (◊) and a constant relative fill volume of 40% 

(V/V). The inner graph shows a typical example of Mrel over time. 
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Figure 3 shows that the abrasion rate constants of the agglomerates increase with blender 

rotational rate. These findings are in line with findings discussed in previous papers: 

Loveday and Naidoo, 1997 showed that rock abrasion increases with mill speed in 

autogeneous milling. Khanal and Morrison, 2008 demonstrated that abrasion of particles 

increases with the rotational speed of the mill in a small scale tumbling mill environment. 

Finally, Willemsz et al., 2010 showed that agglomerate abrasion increases with impeller 

rotational speed in convective blenders.  

Relative fill volume is known to have a significant impact on mixing efficiency 

(Muzzio and Alexander, 2005). Relative fill volume has also been identified as a critical 

parameter that affects agglomerate abrasion during dry-mixing processes in convection 

mixers (Sudah et al., 2002 a,b, Willemsz et al., 2011c). For this reason relative fill volumes 

were varied to asses how the abrasion rate constants of agglomerates depend on relative fill 

volumes in tumbling mixers. The results are given in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The effect of the mass based abrasion rate constant at a relative fill volume of 40 

% (V/V) (◊) (solid line), 53 % (V/V) (□) (dashed line), 67 % (V/V) (∆) (gray dotted line) and 

80 % (V/V) (○) (dotted line) and a constant container rotational rate of 40 RPM. 

 

Figure 4 shows that the abrasion rate constants have lower values at a given aggregate 

porosity when fill degree increases. The figure also shows that the abrasion rates of 
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agglomerates at a (high) relative fill volume of 80% (V/V) do not seem to have a strong and 

logic correlation with aggregate porosity.  

A visual assessment of the powder bed revealed that the model agglomerates (bCTPs) 

emerge frequently on the surface of the powder bed. This is not surprising because the 

density of the agglomerates is low. The surface of the powder bed in diffusion blenders 

such as the one used in this study has been described before (Jaeger and Nagel, 1992; 

Sudah et al., 2005; Lemieuxa et al, 2007). They indicated the presence of a thin powder 

layer flowing at high velocity, called the cascading layer. A slower moving region exists 

below the cascading layer (Jaeger and Nagel, 1992; Sudah et al., 2005). It was shown that 

all mixing takes place in the cascading region. Below this region, the powder mixture 

behaves much like a solid body rotating along with the tumbler. Virtually no powder 

mixing takes place in this region since individual particles are not in motion relative to each 

other (Sudah et al., 2005). Blending conditions affect the powder velocity of the cascading 

layer (Lemieux et al. 2007; Sudah et al., 2005; Arratia et al., 2006).  

Our previous work showed that filler powder velocity is an important parameter in 

relation to the abrasion rate constant of agglomerates (Willemsz et al, 2010; Willemsz et al. 

2012). For this reason the following step is to evaluate effects of the speed of the cascading 

layer on the abrasion rate constants of agglomerates. 

 

6.4.2 Powder surface velocity 
The powder velocities were determined at various blender positions as described in the 

materials and methods section. Figure 5 shows the blender positions and corresponding 

particle velocities in the cascading layer at different tumbling rates and relative fill degrees.  
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Figure 5. Powder surface velocities (vp.) at different fill volumes (φ) and container 

ω = 30 RPM; ∆: φ = 40% (V/V), ω = 40 RPM; X: φ = 53% (V/V), ω = 40 RPM; : φ = 

67% (V/V), ω = 40 RPM; ○: φ = 80% (V/V), ω = 40 RPM). (DEM: ●: φ = 40% (V/V), ω = 

40 RPM). 

 

When the position of the blender exceeds 240°, the powder bed covers the watch glass. 

As result the camera do not detect any powder movement. This part of the powder bed 

hardly moves. At a certain moment in the rotation the powder obtains the freedom to move 

and a sharp increase in particle velocity is recorded. This is the movement of the cascading 

layer of the bed and the camera actually observes the moving particles. 

According to Sudah et al., 2005 and Lumieux and et al., 2007 the particle velocity is 

moderately dependent on the blender position (e.g.). This is confirmed by DEM simulation 

data as shown in Figure 5. The DEM data show that the particle velocities in the cascading 

layer is moderately dependent on blender position. The particle velocity that has been 

estimated using DEM is in line with the maximum velocity experimentally observed. For 

this reason the experimentally determined particle velocity has been detected under 

different conditions. Table 1 reports the results of particle velocity at various container 
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rotational speeds (ω) and fill volumes (φ). A clear effect of container rotational speed and 

fill-volume (φ) on particle velocity is visible. 

 

Table 1. Powder surface velocity (vp) at various container rotational speeds (ω) and fill 

volumes (φ).  

φ (%) ω (RPM) vp ± SD (m/s) 

40 

20 0,079 ± 0,017 

30 0,107 ± 0,015 

40 0,141 ± 0,016 

53 40 0,121 ± 0,024 

67 40 0,090 ± 0,019 

80 40 0,026 ± 0,012 

 

Table 1 shows that vp increases with increasing container rotational rates but decreases 

with increasing fill volumes. Figure 3 and 4 shows the effects of container rotational rates 

and relative fill volume on the abrasion rate constants of the agglomerates. These effects are 

correlated using the Stokes abrasion number (StAbr). The Stokes abrasion number concept 

has been discussed earlier in more detail in previous papers (Willemsz et al., 2012a and 

Willemsz et al., 2012b): 

 

2

2

c

pb
abr

Yv
St


 

        (2) 

 

With b bulk density of the filler. The mechanical properties of the bCTPs (Young's 

modulus, Y, and strength, σc) have been measured as previously described (Willemsz et al., 

2012a) and are based on the porosity values of the agglomerates. 

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the abrasion rates and the Stokes abrasion 

numbers in the blending experiments at different working conditions. 
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Figure 6. The relationship between the abrasion rate constants and the Stokes abrasion 

number  of various bCTPs at φ = 40% (V/V), ω = 20 RPM (◊);φ = 40% (V/V), ω = 30 

V), ω = 40 RPM (∆);φ = 53% (V/V), ω = 40 RPM (X); φ = 67% 

(V/V), ω = 40 RPM ( ) and φ = 80% (V/V), ω = 40 RPM (●). The inner graph shows an 

enlarged region of the region of low StAbr values.  

 

Figure 6 shows two more or less distinct groups of data: i) one with the largest group of 

tests at fill levels below 67% (V/V) with rotational rates of 30 and 40 RPM which is valid 

at a relatively high Stokes number range and ii) a much more scattered data-set at a fill 

level of 80% (V/V) which shows faster abrasion at low Stokes numbers. 

Model diagnostic plots of the data-set show that both variables (ξm and StAbr) should be 

log-transformed before analysis to fulfill the statistical requirements for normal distribution 

of the values. The two relationships depicted in Figure 6 were analyzed accordingly. The 

statistical analysis leads to a regression model for both relationships: 

 

LOG(ξm) = β + αi * LOG(StAbr)    (3) 

 

 

Table 2 lists the models produced. 
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Table 3. The regression models between ξm and StAbr for the curves depicted in Figure 6. 

     95% Confidence Limits  

Process condition  
ω 

(RPM) 
Variable Estimate Lower Upper 

R2 

(%) 

φ < 67% (V/V)  

(dashed line in  

Figure 6) 

i) 20-40 
β 3,27 2,95 3,60 

77 
αi 1,88 1,74 2,01 

φ = 80 % (V/V)  

(solid line in  

Figure 6) 

ii) 40 
β -0,11 0,03 -0,26 

41 
αi 0,36 -0,13 0,85 

 

The R2 in Table 2 shows that the StAbr number is a reasonable way to predict 

agglomerate abrasion during a diffusive blending process when the φ is lower than 67% 

(V/V) because the proposed model explains 77% of agglomerate abrasion. In this situation 

agglomerate abrasion is affected by the parameters that calculate the StAbr number of the 

system. It is noted, however, that the quality of prediction is lower when compared to 

convective mixers (Willemsz et al, 2012a). In contrast, when φ is 80% (V/V) the proposed 

model explains only 41% of agglomerate abrasion. This implies that in this situation 

agglomerate abrasion is basically driven by a different mechanism. 

According to Figure 4 a high fill level leads to slower abrasion of the test particles. 

Moreover, particle velocity in the cascading layer is low (Figure 5 and table 2) implicating 

that the proposed model insufficiently explains agglomerate abrasion. A high fill level has 

less tumbling space available (so lower circulation per revolution) compared to lower fill 

volumes. This reduces the effect of the cascading layer (Jaeger and Nagel, 1992; Sudah et 

al., 2005). To assess the validity of the model more separate regression analyses have been 

performed for all relative fill volumes and rotational rates. Figure 7 summarizes these 

results.  
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Figure 7. Relationships between the slopes (αi, ◊) and intercepts (β, ○) according to eq. 3 

with relative fill volumes (φ) in the tumbling blender and their corresponding R2 (■) values. 

The solid vertical line indicates the transition-point between a blending condition where 

agglomerate abrasion is dominated by the kinetic energy density of the powder blend and a 

blending condition where agglomerate abrasion rate is extremely low. Error bars at αi and 

β indicate the ±95% confidence limits. 

 

Figure 7 shows that both the fit parameters  and  and the coefficient of regression 

(R2) are high when fill volumes low.  

The values of the parameters in Figure 7 illustrates that α, β, R2 are almost independent 

on the relative fill volume when this is below 67% (V/V). This implicates that the 

relationships between abrasion rate and StAbr almost overlap, i.e. the relation between 

abrasion rate constant and Stokes number is highly independent on the relative fill volumes. 

This is confirmed by the very small change in each parameter plotted in Figure 7 below 70 

% (V/V). A fill volume of 80% (V/V) shows a totally different behavior (Figure 6 and 7). 

The impact of the cascading layer decreases significantly when fill degree is above 

approximately 70% (V/V). 
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From a practical standpoint this blending condition is not desired due to the (extremely) 

slow abrasion rates and therefore deficient potential to remove agglomerates. The removal 

of agglomerates and prevention of the formation of new agglomerates is often the critical 

step in the assessment of the uniform blend (Kuwagi and Horio, 2002; Willemsz et al., 

2010). This means that obtaining the correct blend conditions is crucial because only this 

safeguards formation of a sufficiently uniform blend.  

 

 

6.5 Conclusion 
The abrasion of agglomerates during dry-mixing at different blending conditions has 

been investigated in a tumbling blender. For this investigation the StAbr number concept has 

been applied and revealed a transition-point. Below this transition point a blending 

condition exist where agglomerate abrasion is dominated by the kinetic energy density of 

the powder blend. Above this transition point, a blending condition exists where 

agglomerates show (undesirable) slow abrasion rates. In this situation the blending 

condition is mainly determined by the high fill volume of the filler. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS 

 

StAbr  Stokes abrasion number (-) 

bCTPs  brittle calibrated test particles 

φ   fill volume (V/V) (%) 

DEM  Discrete Element Method 

ξm  mass abrasion rate constant (1/min.) 

Mrel  relative mass reduction (-) 

M(t)   bCTPs mass after blending time t (kg) 

M0   bCTPs initial mass (kg) 

ω  blender rotational rate (RPM) 

υp  powder surface velocity (m/s) 

Wb  kinetic energy density of the moving powder bed (kg/ (m.s2)) (Pa) 

b  bulk density of the filler (kg/m3) 

fW   work of fracture of the bCTPs (kg/ (m.s2)) (Pa) 

Y  bCTPs elastic moduli (MPa) 

σc  bCTPs fracture stresses (MPa) 

ε  porosity (-) 
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Summary  
Dry blending of powders is an extremely important unit operation in the 

(pharmaceutical) industry. Frequently, active pharmaceutical ingredients (or other 

compounds like dies) consist of particles which are cohesive. These particles have the 

tendency to form agglomerates. Presence of agglomerates of a drug in blend poses a 

potentially serious safety risk because individual dosage forms contain very high doses of 

drug. This demonstrates that blend homogeneity is a very important topic of attention in the 

pharmaceutical industry. Agglomerates need to be broken and dispersed and removal of 

agglomerations is therefore a critical aspect in the dry mixing processes. 

 

The objective of this thesis is to identify the basic mechanisms of agglomerate breakage 

during blending of powders. This mechanism is the basis to assess the critical process 

parameters and provide quantitative design rules for conceptual design of the mixing 

process and scale up. 

The purpose of chapter 2, is to obtain more insight in the mechanisms that lead to the 

break-up of assemblies of powder particles in a moving powder bed. The break-up of 

aggregates was studied by application of so-called brittle Calibrated Test Particles (bCTPs). 

Tests using bCTPs provided evidence that agglomerates reduce in size via an abrasion 

mechanism. This made it possible to introduce a mechanistic description to quantify the 

abrasion rates of agglomerates during a dry powder blending. The study showed that the 

rate of abrasion is not only influenced by the (mechanical) properties of the agglomerates 

and process conditions such as mixing intensity, but also by the particle size distribution of 

the bulk filler. 

From the study in chapter 2, it became clear that there are hence a large number of 

parameters that potentially affect the abrasion behavior of agglomerates and therefore the 

final result of the blending process. Results in chapter 2 indicate that the speed at which 

particles move in a mixer is a crucial parameter. Traditionally, the method to measure 

particle velocity is particle image velocimetry. Often this method requires presence of 

tracer materials to enhance contrast. This method of contrast enhancement is often not 

acceptable in an industrial setting, while test at large scale were considered necessary to 

achieve the purpose of this thesis. 
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Therefore in chapter 3, the development of the novel method to measure powder 

velocities on the surface of the dry powder bed is described and called “powder surface 

velocimetry” (PSV). PSV is a method based on mapping the movement of small structures 

called fingerprints. Identification of these structures is based on a statistical correlation 

function. The method is able to identify structures to assess the velocity of a powder under 

conditions of low contrast, i.e. a powder bed. Importantly, addition of tracer particles is not 

necessary, which is needed when the tests need to be performed in a large scale industrial 

setting.  

Powder surface velocimetry results made it possible to develop a model based on the 

mechanistic understanding from chapter 2, chapter 4 describes the approach to 

quantitatively model the relationships between powder motion during blending and 

agglomerate abrasion. For this purpose the kinetic energy density of the bed is related to the 

work of fracture of agglomerates. The ratio of these numbers is a Stokes number referred to 

as the Stokes abrasion number (StAbr) in this thesis. The conclusion is that particle velocity 

critically affects agglomerate abrasion and with that mixing time.  

In chapter 5, the StAbr number approach to support scale-up and technology transfer of 

a mixing process is discussed. The impacts of a number of process parameters have been 

studied. Application of StAbr numbers gives the possibility to assess how the agglomerate 

abrasion rate scales with process variables in different types/scale of high-shear mixers, 

because it appears that StAbr alone explains around 80% of the total variance. The StAbr 

approach demonstrates to be a useful tool to predict the abrasion of agglomerates during 

blending when technology is transferred between mixer scales/types. In addition, applying 

the StAbr approach revealed a transition point between parameters that determined 

agglomerate abrasion. At low fill volumes the moving impeller in the mixer occupies a 

relatively large fraction of the powder volume. This increases the chances of direct impact 

of impeller blades with agglomerates. This makes that the StAbr approach has less predictive 

power. 

The tumbling blender is currently one of the most common mixers used in the 

pharmaceutical industry. Normally the device has no mechanical agitators (e.g. intensifiers) 

to break-up agglomerates leading to undesired excessively long mixing times or to blend in-

homogeneity. Only limited studies have been reported on the influence of blending 

conditions on agglomerate abrasion in tumbling blenders.  

In chapter 6, the Stokes number approach has been used to describe the quantitative 

characterization of agglomerate abrasion in a tumbling blender. In this study the StAbr 

approach revealed a transition-point between abrasion rate behaviors which is determined 
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by the fill level of the blender. Below this transition point a blending condition exist where 

agglomerate abrasion is dominated by the kinetic energy density of the powder blend. 

Above this transition point, a blending condition exists where agglomerates show 

(undesirably) slow abrasion rates.  
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Chapter 8  

CONCLUSION 
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Conclusion  
Commonly, design of blending process powder mixes is approached as an issue related 

to statistics: when all materials are randomly distributed the mix is considered to be 

uniform. Very often than not these approaches fail to have acceptable predictive power 

because the mixing times that are predicted from these theories are too short. From this 

thesis it appears that the reason for this observation is that the key component consists of 

cohesive particles and forms lumps. The rate of abrasion of these lumps rather than the rate 

of mixing determines the time needed to achieve a uniform blend.  

In a moving powder bed the agglomerates will predominantly be exposed to the filler 

particles. Impact of the filler particles to the lumps causes abrasion of the lumps. The 

impact frequency and intensity of the filler determines the abrasion rate of the lumps. It is 

possible to quantitatively predict the abrasion rate based on a Stokes number that relates the 

strength of the agglomerate with the impact energy provided by the moving filler particles. 

The predictive power of the approach is reasonable to good, because up to around 80% of 

the variance created in different studies can be explained.  

Based on these considerations the conclusion of this thesis is that mixing of a powder 

blend containing a cohesive material should be approached as a particle size reduction 

problem rather than a distribution issue. 
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Tot zover heb ik alleen de mensen beschreven uit mijn directe werkomgeving. Deze 
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SAMENVATTING 
 

Het droog mengen van poeders is een belangrijke processtap binnen industrieën zoals 

de farmaceutische industrie. Regelmatig bestaan grondstoffen voor dit soort toepassingen 

uit cohesieve deeltjes. Dergelijke deeltjes hebben een sterke neiging om aan elkaar te 

plakken waardoor grotere agglomeraten ontstaan. De aanwezigheid van agglomeraten van 

een actieve stof in een poedermengsel vormt een potentieel veiligheidsrisico, omdat 

individuele doseringsvormen zeer hoge concentraties van het actieve stof kunnen bevatten. 

Het is daarom essentieel dat agglomeraten worden gebroken en uniform verdeeld in een 

poeder mengsel.  

 

Het doel van dit proefschrift is om de breukmechanismen van agglomeraten bij 

mengen van poeders te identificeren. Deze kennis vormt de basis voor het identificeren van 

kritische procesparameters en het opstellen van een kwantitatief model voor het ontwerpen 

van droog mengprocessen. 

Het doel van hoofdstuk 2 is om meer inzicht te krijgen in de mechanismen die leiden 

tot het uiteenvallen van agglomeraten in een bewegend poeder bed. Het uiteenvallen van 

agglomeraten werd bestudeerd door toepassing van een model agglomeraat, de zogenaamde 

"brosse Gekalibreerde Test Deeltjes" (brittle Calibrated Test Particles, bCTPs). 

Experimenten met behulp van bCTPs hebben bewijs geleverd dat agglomeraten reduceren 

in grootte via een slijtage-mechanisme. De agglomeraten worden geleidelijk kleiner. Dit 

maakte het mogelijk om een tijdsconstante voor agglomeraatslijtage te introduceren. De 

studie toonde aan dat de slijtage snelheid van agglomeraten niet alleen wordt beïnvloed 

door de (mechanische) eigenschappen van de agglomeraten maar ook door 

procesomstandigheden zoals mengintensiteit, en de deeltjesgrootteverdeling van de vulstof. 

Uit de resultaten in hoofdstuk 2 blijkt onder andere dat de snelheid waarmee deeltjes 

in een menger bewegen een cruciale parameter is om het slijtage gedrag van agglomeraten 

te beschrijven. Particle Image velocimetry (PIV) is traditioneel dé methode om deeltjes 

snelheid te meten. Om het contrast te verhogen is de aanwezigheid van anders gekleurde 

tracer deeltjes een vereiste voor de PIV methode. Deze methode van contrastverbetering is 

vaak niet acceptabel in een industriële omgeving, terwijl het wel noodzakelijk werd geacht 

experimenten op grote schaal uit te voeren om het doel van deze thesis te bereiken. 
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Vanwege de beperkingen binnen een industriële omgeving wordt in hoofdstuk 3 een 

nieuwe methode beschreven om poeder snelheden te meten, genaamd "Powder Structure 

Velocimetry" (PSV). PSV is een methode gebaseerd op het in kaart brengen van de 

beweging van kleine structuren, deze worden “fingerprints” genoemd. De identificatie van 

deze structuren is gebaseerd op statistische correlatie. De methode kan structuren met laag 

contrast identificeren en daarmee de snelheid van poeder deeltjes op het oppervlak van een 

bewegend poeder bed bepalen. Bij deze methode is toevoeging van tracer deeltjes niet 

noodzakelijk. 

Met behulp van de PSV methode was het mogelijk om op basis van de conclusies van 

hoofdstuk 2 een model te ontwikkelen. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de aanpak om tijdens het 

mengen de relatie tussen poedergedrag en agglomeraat slijtage kwantitatief te modelleren. 

Hiertoe wordt de kinetische energiedichtheid van het bewegende bed gerelateerd aan de 

arbeid die nodig is om agglomeraten te breken. De verhouding van deze getallen is een 

Stokes getal wat in dit proefschrift aangeduid wordt als de Stokes slijtage getal (Stokes 

Abrasion Number StAbr). De conclusie is dat de slijtage van agglomeraten significant wordt 

beïnvloedt door de snelheid van poeder deeltjes en daarmee de mengtijden. 

In hoofdstuk 5, werd het StAbr model toegepast ter ondersteuning van opschaling van 

het productieproces en overdracht van de technologie naar andere locaties. In dit onderzoek 

is gekeken naar een aantal procesparameters en is gebruik gemaakt van één groep mengers, 

te weten de convectieve mengers. Dit zijn mengers waar mengarmen, een rotor, het poeder 

in beweging brengen. Het genoemde StAbr model is in staat ongeveer 80% van de totale 

variantie te verklaren. Dit toont aan dat het StAbr model een nuttig instrument is om de 

slijtage van agglomeraten tijdens het droog mengen te voorspellen wanneer er een andere 

productie locatie wordt overwogen en/of wanneer vergroting van de productieschaal nodig 

is. Het StAbr model bleek daarnaast in staat te zijn een overgangsfase zichtbaar te maken. In 

mengers met een vulgraad hoger dan ca. 16 % (V/V) wordt de slijtage van agglomeraten 

bepaald door de parameters in het StAbr model. Bij lagere vulgraden is de kans op botsingen 

met de bewegende rotor van de menger veel groter. Botsingen van de agglomeraten met de 

mengarm leiden tot breuk, waardoor het StAbr model een minder goede voorspellende 

waarde krijgt. 

Behalve convectiemengers komen diffusiemengers veel voor. In essentie zijn dit 

draaiende trommels zoals de tuimelmenger. De tuimelmenger is momenteel een van de 

meest gebruikte mengers in de farmaceutische industrie. Normaal gesproken heeft deze 

menger geen mechanische choppers (bijv. kluiten brekers) om agglomeraten te breken. De 

mengtijden in dit soort mengers is vaak lang.  
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In hoofdstuk 6 is het StAbr model gebruikt om de agglomeraat slijtage in een tuimel 

menger te kwantitatief beschrijven. Door de toepassing van het StAbr model bleek er een 

overgangspunt te bestaan van de slijtage snelheid van agglomeraten die bepaald wordt door 

het vulniveau van de tuimel menger. Onder dit overgangspunt bestaat er een meng conditie 

waar agglomeraat slijtage wordt gedomineerd door de kinetische energie dichtheid van het 

poeder mengsel. Boven dit overgangspunt, bestaat er een meng conditie waarbij de slijtage 

snelheden van agglomeraten (ongewenst) extreem langzaam is. De reden voor dit gedrag is 

dat slechts een dunne laag poeder beweegt in een tuimelmenger. 
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STELLINGEN
Behorende bij het proefschrift

Blending of Agglomerates into Powder
Quantifi cation and Understanding of the Size Reduction Mechanism in 

Dry-Blending

Men’s best successes come after their disappointments.
(Henry Ward Beecher)

Het pad staat vast maar de omgeving verandert continu
(de promotie periode)

Het is vooral de omgeving die slijtage veroorzaakt 
(dit proefschrift)

Om poedersnelheden te kunnen meten, is hoog contrast niet noodzakelijk zolang 
structuren identifi ceerbaar en vergelijkbaar zijn
(dit proefschrift)

Vanuit het perspectief van procesontwerp is het beter om mengen van cohesieve 
poeders te beschouwen als een maalproces 
(dit proefschrift)

De klassieke benadering van defi nitie van dimensieloze getallen is nog altijd een 
ge-eigende methode om mechanismen goed te doorgronden
(dit proefschrift)

De regel voor opschaling van een mengproces met geagglomereerde poeders zijn 
opvallend eenvoudig en geldt dat eenvoud kenmerk van het goede is
(dit proefschrift)

De stromingsprofi elen in diffusiemengers zijn uitermate ongunstig voor vlotte 
menging van geagglomereerde poeders
(dit proefschrift)




